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A B S T R A C T

Background: Molecular markers displaying bimodal expression distribution can reveal dis-

tinct disease subsets and may serve as prognostic or predictive markers or represent ther-

apeutic targets. Oestrogen (ER) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)

receptors are strongly bimodally expressed genes in breast cancer.

Material and methods: We applied a novel method to identify bimodally expressed genes in

394 triple negative breast cancers (TNBC). We identified 133 bimodally expressed probe sets

(128 unique genes), 69 of these correlated to previously reported metagenes that define

molecular subtypes within TNBC including basal-like, molecular-apocrine, claudin-low

and immune cell rich subgroups but 64 probe sets showed no correlation with these

features.

Results: The single most prominent functional group among these uncorrelated genes was

the X chromosome derived Cancer/Testis Antigens (CT-X) including melanoma antigen

family A (MAGE-A) and Cancer/Testis Antigens (CTAG). High expression of CT-X genes cor-

related with worse survival in multivariate analysis (HR 2.02, 95% CI 1.27–3.20; P = 0.003).

The only other significant variable was lymph node status. The poor prognosis of patients

with high MAGE-A expression was ameliorated by the concomitant high expression of

immune cell metagenes (HR 1.87, 95% CI 0.96–3.64; P = 0.060), whereas the same immune

metagene had lesser prognostic value in TNBC with low MAGE-A expression.

Conclusions: MAGE-A antigen defines a very aggressive subgroup of TNBC; particularly in

the absence of immune infiltration in the tumour microenvironment. These observations

suggest a therapeutic hypothesis; TNBC with MAGE-A expression may benefit the most

from further augmentation of the immune response. Novel immune stimulatory drugs
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such as (anti-cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4 CTLA-4) directed therapies provide a real-

istic opportunity to directly test this hypothesis in the clinic.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Bimodal gene expression indicates that two distinct subpop-

ulations exist in the data that may correspond to clinically

important subtypes of a disease. Several analytical methods

were proposed to identify bimodally or multi-modally ex-

pressed genes in high dimensional data sets.1–4 We recently

developed a new computational tool that assigns a continu-

ous ‘bimodality index’ (BI) score to each probe set and allows

ranking of genes by bimodality in a given data set.5 The lar-

ger the separation between the two modes of distribution

and the more balanced the size of the groups is, the larger

the BI index. A large number of genes show strong bimodal

expression in breast cancer but many of these are also

highly co-expressed with oestrogen receptor (ER), progester-

one receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor

receptor 2 (HER2).6–8 Separate analysis of hormone recep-

tor-based subtypes of breast cancer is important to avoid

rediscovery of molecular markers of known subtypes. Sub-

type restricted analysis is more likely to identify novel prog-

nostic and predictive markers that could add to existing

classification.9 We hypothesised that bimodally expressed

genes within ER, PgR and HER2-negative breast cancers (tri-

ple negative, TNBC) may reveal natural and clinically rele-

vant subsets of this cancer type. To test this hypothesis we

applied our method to expression data of TNBC. Our

TNBC-specific analysis revealed over 130 bimodally ex-

pressed genes, many corresponding to known metagenes

that were previously suggested as stratification tools for

TNBC. However, among the previously unknown markers

we identified several Cancer/Testis Antigens (CT-X). These

antigens are predominantly expressed in human germ line

cells, and are absent in adult somatic tissues.10 However,

they have been shown to be re-expressed in various cancers.

Because of their highly specific expression in cancer cells

and their ability to induce immune responses mediated by

cytotoxic T cells, these antigens are in the focus of efforts

to develop vaccines against them as potential cancer

treatment.11,12

2. Methods

This analysis was performed following the REMARK recom-

mendations for tumour marker studies.13 Fig. 1 illustrates

the analytical strategy and the flow of samples through the

study, including the number of cases used in each stage of

the analysis. All analyses were performed using the R soft-

ware environment (http://www.r-project.org/) and SPSS ver-

sion 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). Chi square test was

used to assess associations between categorical parameters.

All reported P values are two sided and P 6 0.05 was consid-

ered significant.

2.1. Assembly of a combined Affymetrix dataset from
triple negative breast cancers

To generate a homogeneous dataset for the analysis of bimo-

dally expressed genes we used (i) only one array platform

(Affymetrix U133 gene chips) and (ii) included only samples

defined as triple negative based on the mRNA expression lev-

els of ER, PR, and HER2 as previously described.6 To obtain the

largest possible sample size for analysis we started with gene

expression data corresponding to n = 3488 primary breast

cancers representing 28 different datasets (Supplementary

Table S1). Only primary invasive breast cancers and no metas-

tases were included in this starting cohort. In addition, to

avoid any effects of treatment on gene expression, only sam-

ples from patients untreated at the time of sample acquisition

were included. In the case of neoadjuvant treatment only pre-

therapeutic biopsies were used in the analyses. All expression

data were processed with the MAS5.0 algorithm14 of the affy

package15 of the Bioconductor software project.16 Subse-

quently data from each array were log2-transformed, med-

ian-centered, and the expression values of all the probe sets

from the U133A arrays were multiplied by a scale factor S so

that the magnitude (sum of the squares of the values) equals

one. Within this data set, we identified 579 triple negative

breast cancers (TNBC) based on the expression of ER, PgR,

and HER2 as detected by the microarray.6 Next, we calculated

a comparability metric C for each primary dataset to identify

the most comparable samples. This metric C is derived from

the sum of the squared differences of the mean (l) within a

specific dataset and among all datasets, respectively, norma-

lised by the standard deviation (r) calculated for all genes (g)

on the array:

Cdataseti
¼
Xn

g¼1

lgdataseti � lgtotal

rgtotal

� �2

ð1Þ

All datasets were sorted according to this metric and the

top 15 datasets with the lowest values (norm. C 6 0.03) includ-

ing 394 samples combined were selected as the analysis co-

hort (Supplementary Fig. S5). The rational of this metric is

based on the assumption that the mean of a genes expression

within a dataset should be similar between different dataset.

Therefore this mean is compared to the global mean and the

difference normalised by the respective variance. When sum-

ming up these differences for all genes on the array the

resulting comparability metric C gives a measurement to

which extent the arrays in the specific dataset differ from

the complete cohort of all arrays. Importantly this method

does not intend to define which datasets are ‘right’ of ‘wrong’

per se. Moreover, larger datasets will dominate over smaller

datasets because of their higher impact on the global mean.

As demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. S5 the method allows

to identify a combined cohort of rather homogeneous arrays.
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2.2. Identification of genes with a bimodal expression

We applied the R function bimodalIndex3 from the package

ClassDiscovery (http://bioinformatics.mdanderson.org/Soft-

ware/OOMPA/) to the expression data of 394 TNBC samples.

All 22,283 probe sets available on the Affymetrix U133A array

were included in the analysis. Probe sets were ranked accord-

ing to the bimodality index score (BI) and based on the distri-

bution of Bi values the upper 1% (n = 222 probe sets) were

selected for futher analyses (Supplementary Fig. S1). Next,

Fig. 1 – Analytical strategy. The outline of the analysis strategy is schematically shown. The upper part shows the selection of

the homogenous sample cohort of 394 triple negative breast cancers (TNBC). The lower part displays the analysis of

bimodally expressed genes in this cohort according to the bimodality index (BI) and the subsequent selection of those genes

providing information independent to previous known molecular factors.
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Table 1 – 133 Bimodally expressed probe sets.

Assigned to
metagene

Affymetrix
probe
set IDa

Gene-
Symbola

Maximum
correlation to

metagene

Gene title KEGG pathway OMIM disease information

Unclassified 204965_at GC )0.083 Group-specific component
(vitamin D binding protein)

Susceptibility to Graves
disease

Unclassified 217129_at – )0.085 Clone RP1-20N2
Unclassified 216710_x_at ZNF287 )0.086 Zinc finger protein 287
Unclassified 216140_at – 0.092 DKFZp434K1126

Zp434K1126
Unclassified 217450_at IRS3L )0.095 Similar to insulin receptor

substrate like protein
Unclassified 216498_at – 0.096 Clone RP3-336K20
Unclassified 216303_s_at MTMR1 0.098 Myotubularin related

protein 1
Fructose and mannose
metabolism

Unclassified 209942_x_at MAGEA3 )0.100 Melanoma antigen
family A, 3

Unclassified 216592_at MAGEC3 )0.103 Melanoma antigen
family C, 3

Unclassified AFFX-LysX-M_at )0.105 Lysine biosynthesis
Unclassified 221674_s_at CHRD 0.108 Chordin TGF-b signalling pathway
Unclassified 217210_at 1422_g_at 0.110 Clone 8B22
Unclassified 222277_at )0.111 Hypothetical protein

LOC100133696
Unclassified 203815_at GSTT1 0.111 Glutathione S-transferase

theta 1
Glutathione metabolism

Unclassified 217246_s_at DIAPH2 )0.115 Diaphanous homologue 2
(Drosophila)

Regulation of actin
cytoskeleton

Premature ovarian failure

Unclassified 207706_at USH2A )0.116 Usher syndrome 2A
(autosomal recessive, mild)

Retinitis pigmentosa, AR,
without hearing loss, Usher
syndrome, type 2A

Unclassified 219865_at HSPC157 )0.120 Hypothetical LOC29092
Unclassified 220567_at ZNFN1A2 0.121 IKAROS family zinc

finger 2 (Helios)
Unclassified 219831_at CDKL3 )0.121 Cyclin-dependent

kinase-like 3
Unclassified 216951_at FCGR1A )0.123 Fc fragment of IgG, high

affinity Ia, receptor (CD64)
Hematopoietic cell lineage Familial deficiency of

phagocytic IgG receptor I
Unclassified 215555_at LOC148936 )0.124
Unclassified 202885_s_at PPP2R1B )0.124 Protein phosphatase 2

regulatory subunit A, b
Oocyte meiosis Lung cancer

Unclassified 216626_at )0.126 Susceptibility to pancreatic
cancer, whole genome
association study

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued) –

Assigned to
metagene

Affymetrix
probe
set IDa

Gene-
Symbola

Maximum
correlation to

metagene

Gene title KEGG pathway OMIM disease information

Unclassified 215315_at ZNF549 0.129 Zinc finger protein 549
Unclassified 210289_at NAT8 )0.130 N-acetyltransferase 8
Unclassified 214612_x_at MAGEA6 )0.131 Melanoma antigen

family A, 6
Unclassified 34471_at MYH8 0.132 Myosin, heavy chain 8 Tight junction Carney complex variant,

Trismus-
pseudocamptodactyly
syndrome

Unclassified 210834_s_at PTGER3 )0.132 Prostaglandin E receptor EP3 Calcium signalling pathway
Unclassified 215312_at )0.132 RAD52 pseudogene
Unclassified 214579_at DJ462O23.2 0.133 NIPA-like domain containing

3
Unclassified 221040_at CAPN10 0.136 Calpain 10 Diabetes mellitus, non-

insulin-dependent, Diabetes
mellitus, non-insulin-
dependent 1

Unclassified 221279_at GDAP1 0.137 Ganglioside-induced
differentiation-associated
protein 1

Genome-wide association
study, Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease, axonal, type 2 K

Unclassified 217228_s_at ASB4 )0.137 Ankyrin repeat and SOCS
box-containing 4

Unclassified 220675_s_at ADPN 0.138 Patatin-like phospholipase
domain containing 3

Tyrosine metabolism Genome-wide association
studies of plasma levels of
liver enzymes

Unclassified 215356_at FLJ13072 0.140 Tudor domain containing 12
Unclassified 220997_s_at DIAPH3 )0.142 Diaphanous homologue 3

(Drosophila)
Regulation of actin
cytoskeleton

Unclassified 204545_at PEX6 0.144 Peroxisomal biogenesis
factor 6

Peroxisomal biogenesis
disorder

Unclassified 210709_at )0.144 Lipopolysaccharide specific
response-67 protein, mRNA
sequence

Unclassified 216463_at 0.144 DKFZp434P2435 Zp434P2435
Unclassified 202707_at UMPS 0.146 Uridine monophosphate

synthetase
Pyrimidine metabolism Oroticaciduria

Unclassified 214521_at HES2 0.152 Hairy and enhancer of split 2
(Drosophila)

Unclassified 215846_at )0.154 DKFZp564O1172 Zp564O1172
Unclassified 203902_at HEPH )0.154 Hephaestin
Unclassified 207470_at DKFZp566H0824 )0.155 Hypothetical LOC54744
Unclassified 207703_at NLGN4Y )0.156 Neuroligin 4, Y-linked
Unclassified 207021_at ZPBP 0.159 Zona pellucida binding

protein
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Unclassified 206294_at HSD3B2 )0.161 Hydroxy-delta-5-steroid
dehydrogenase

Steroid hormone
biosynthesis

3-b-hydroxysteroid
dehydrogenase, type II,
deficiency

Unclassified 219589_s_at FLJ10922 )0.161 Transmembrane protein 143
Unclassified 216134_at KIAA1013 0.165 FERM domain containing 4B
Unclassified 219247_s_at ZDHHC14 )0.170 Zinc finger, DHHC-type

containing 14
Unclassified 212831_at EGFL5 0.171 Multiple EGF-like-domains 9
Unclassified 215349_at )0.173 HCG1730474)
Unclassified 221092_at ZNFN1A3 0.179 IKAROS family zinc finger 3

(Aiolos)
Unclassified 203290_at HLA-DQA1 0.183 Major histocompatibility

complex, class II, DQ alpha 1
Cell adhesion molecules
(CAMs)

Genome-wide association
study for coeliac disease

Unclassified 220055_at ZNF287 )0.183 Zinc finger protein 287
Unclassified 202067_s_at LDLR 0.188 Low density lipoprotein

receptor
Endocytosis Polygenic dyslipidemia,

Genome-wide association
analysis

Unclassified 222189_at FLJ20294 0.189 FLJ20294
Unclassified 1320_at PTPN21 0.190 Protein tyrosine phosphatase,

non-receptor type 21
Unclassified 217339_x_at CTAG1B 0.192 Cancer testis antigen NY-

ESO-1
Unclassified 215915_at CED-6 0.192 GULP
Unclassified 210546_x_at CTAG1B 0.193 Cancer testis antigen NY-

ESO-1
Unclassified 201372_s_at CUL3 )0.197 Cullin 3 Ubiquitin mediated

proteolysis
Unclassified 214008_at PTK9 )0.198 CDNA FLJ52233
Unclassified 215733_x_at CTAG2 0.199 Cancer testis antigen NY-

ESO-1
B-Cell 2 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S3 P0.2
T-Cell 8 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S3 P0.2
MHC-2 5 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
IFN 2 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
MHC-1 2 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
VEGF 2 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Apocrine 6 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Basal-like 17 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Proliferation 12 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Haemoglobin 1 Probe set See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Adipocyte 1 Probe set See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Stroma 4 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
HOXA 3 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
Claudin-CD24 3 Probe sets See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2
IL-8 1 Probe set See Supplementary Table S4 P0.2

a Full information is presented only for the 64 ‘unclassified’ probe sets with a correlation <0.2 to any metagene. For those 69 probe sets which were assigned to a metagene based on a correlation P0.2

only summary data are given. The complete information of all 133 probe sets is given in Supplementary Table S4.
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we removed probe sets which displayed a bias related to the

datasets. To assess bias, we used Kruskal Wallis statistic com-

paring the expression of each probe sets with the primary

dataset vector among the 394 TNBC. A cutoff for exclusion

of probe sets due to strong association with a data set (i.e. lab-

oratory-bias or sampling) was derived from the distribution of

the Kruskal Wallis statistic (Supplementary Fig. S2).

2.3. Correlation with molecular phenotypes in TNBC

Several investigators described molecular subgroups within

TNBC defined by groups of highly co-expressed genes (i.e.

metagenes) that vary in expression among TNBC. To deter-

mine if our bimodal genes correspond to or serve as surro-

gates for these previously described metagenes, we

calculated the correlation between each of our (bimodally ex-

pressed) genes and 16 metagenes known to represent differ-

ent cell populations and different molecular variants of

TNBC. These metagenes included the intrinsic genes of the

basal-molecular class,17 an apocrine/androgen receptor sig-

nalling signature18,19 five signatures related to different types

of immune cells,20–23 a stromal signature,24 the claudin-CD24

signature,25,26 markers of blood27 and adipocytes,17 as well as

an angiogenesis signature28 and an inflammatory signature.29

The probe sets representing these 16 metagenes have been

assembled by unsupervised methods described in an inde-

pendent publication30 and are listed in Supplementary

Table S3. Metagene values were defined as mean expression

of the individual probe sets that define the metagene. Next,

the expression of each of the bimodal genes (i.e. probe sets)

was correlated with the expression values of the 16 metag-

enes. Genes that showed high correlation with one or more

of the 16 metagenes were considered as surrogate for that

metagene and therefore less interesting for classification pur-

poses. Probe sets whose correlation to any metagene did not

reach a pre-specified cutoff (see Section 3) were assigned as

‘unclassified’ and subsequently inspected in more detail.

2.4. Survival analyses

Follow-up data were available for 297 of the 394 TNBC sam-

ples used for identification of bimodal genes (Supplementary

Table S1). All survival intervals were measured from the time

of surgery to the survival endpoint that was available for that

datasets. In 11 datasets (n = 160), the end point was relapse

free survival (RFS) and in six other dataset (n = 137) it was dis-

tant metastasis free survival (DMFS). RFS includes local recur-

rences as events whereas DMFS does not. In order to plot

Kaplan–Meier survival curves and perform survival analysis

of the pooled data, we combined both types of endpoints into

a single event free survival (EFS) endpoint that includes either

RFS or DMFS whichever is available for the particular case. We

have previously shown that the effect of using these different

endpoints was rather small in the overall dataset.6 All results

from the pooled survival analyses were also verified by exam-

ining the effect of the different endpoints in stratified analy-

ses. Follow-up data for those women in whom the survival

end point was not reached were censored at the last follow-

up or at 120 months. Subjects with missing values were ex-

cluded. We constructed Kaplan–Meier curves and used the

log-rank test to determine the univariate significance of the

variables. In order to plot Kaplan–Meier curves, patients were

dichotomised into low or high expression groups using

thresholds derived from the bimodal distribution of the CT-

X metagenes and in the case of the continuous distribution

of the B-cell metagene based on its prognostic value among

TNBC (see Supplementary Material and Supplementary

Fig. S8). Cox regression analysis was applied to analyse the

univariate hazard ratio of individual metagenes as continu-

ous factors. A Cox proportional-hazards model was used to

simultaneously examine the effects of multiple covariates

on survival. The effect of each individual variable was as-

sessed with the use of the Wald test and described by the haz-

ard ratio and 95% confidence intervals (95%CI).

3. Results

We hypothesised that bimodally expressed genes within

TNBC may reveal clinically important subsets of this cancer

type and could also draw attention to potential novel thera-

peutic targets. To test this hypothesis we applied our method

to pooled Affymetrix gene expression data of 394 TNBC

(Supplementary Table S1, Fig. 1). To minimise batch and

inter-laboratory variation we analysed only highly compara-

ble arrays and data set-biased genes were also filtered (see

Section 2). Supplementary Fig. S1 displays the distribution

of the BI scores for all 22,283 probe sets represented on the

Affymetrix U133 chips. The top 1% of the probe sets

(n = 222) with the highest BI values were selected for further

analysis, this corresponds to a BI score threshold of >1.768

(Supplementary Table S2). As reference, the BI scores of ER,

PgR, and HER2 (probe sets 205225_at, 208305_at, and

216836_s_at) when different breast cancer subtypes are ana-

lysed together are 1.96, 1.73, and 1.63, respectively.5 Probe sets

that showed highly variable median expression values across

individual data sets using Kruskal Wallis statistic (i.e. data set

bias) were removed from further analysis. A stringent Kruskal

Wallis metric <75 flagged 89 probe sets as biased (Supplemen-

tary Fig. S2) resulting in a final list of 133 probe sets that were

strongly bimodally expressed independent of data sets

(Table 1).

Next, we examined if these probe sets correspond to

known co-expressed gene clusters (i.e. metagenes). We calcu-

lated the Pearson correlation between the 133 bimodally

expressed probe sets and each of 16 distinct metagenes

(metagene probe set IDs are presented in Supplementary

Table S3) previously described in TNBC data.17–27,29 Supple-

mentary Table S4 lists the highest correlation coefficient

and the corresponding metagenes for each of the 133 probe

sets. Fig. 2 shows a heat map of the correlation matrix for

the 133 probe sets and 16 metagenes in the 394 TNBC sam-

ples. Sixty-four probe sets (48%) showed correlation <0.2 to

any metagene and these were designated as ‘bimodally ex-

pressed unclassified’ that could represent potential new classi-

fication features (Table 1). Among these 64 probe sets, 7 (11%)

targeted genes that belong to the cancer/testis (CT-X) antigen

family, including MAGE (melanoma antigen family) A3, A6

and C3, and CTAG (cancer testis antigen) 1B and 2. There were

no other large functional groups among the remaining 57
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unclassified probe sets. There was a high correlation between

MAGE-A3 and -A6 expression (but not C3) (Supplementary

Fig. S3A) and we also observed a strong correlation between

the three probe sets that targeted CTAG 1B and the single

probe set that targeted CTAG2 (Supplementary Fig. S3B).

Because of these high correlations, we used the combined

average expressions of MAGE-A3 and 6 and CTAG1B and

CTAG2 as measures of MAGE-A and CTAG expression, respec-

tively. Cutoffs to define low and high expression groups for

these two metagenes and for MAGE-C3 expression were

established from the bimodal expression distributions of

these genes (Supplementary Fig. S4). Twenty-six percent of

the 394 TNBC samples (n = 102) were assigned to high expres-

sion of the MAGE-A metagene, 28% to high expression of

MAGE-C3 (n = 110), and 22% to high expression of the CTAG

metagene (n = 86). Only 12% displayed expression of both

MAGE-A and CTAG metagenes and only 6% expression of all

three metagenes.

We next examined the prognostic value of these antigens

and plotted Kaplan Meier survival curves for low and high

CT-X expression groups (Fig. 3A–C). TNBC with high

expression of either MAGE-A or CTAG had poor prognosis

compared to low expression, the 5-year event-free survivals

(EFS) were 59% (SE ± 5.6%) versus 70% (±3.2%), P = 0.044

(Fig. 3A); and 60% (±6.3%) versus 69% (±3.1%), P = 0.029

(Fig. 3C); respectively. MAGE-C3 expression had no prognostic

value (Fig. 3B). We also compared the clinical characteristics

of patients with tumours displaying high or low expression

of MAGE-A and CTAG metagenes. Supplementary Table S5

shows that age, tumour size, and nodal status were all equally

distributed across the groups with only a somewhat higher

percentage of histological grade 3 tumours in the group with

high CTAG expression (88.3% versus 70.7%; P = 0.037). We also

performed a multivariate Cox regression analysis including

237 samples for which information on lymph node status,

age, tumour size, histological grade and follow-up were avail-

able. Only lymph node status (HR 2.17, 95% CI 1.00–3.69;

P = 0.050) and high expression of the MAGE-A metagene (HR

2.02, 95% CI 1.27–3.20; P = 0.003) were significant independent

prognostic factors (Table 2). Similar results were obtained for

the CTAG metagene (Supplementary Table S6).

We and others have previously shown that lymphocyte

infiltration of TNBC is associated with improved progno-

sis.20–23 The high expression of CT-X antigens among these

tumours might represent a bona fide target for an immune

response and could identify a group of patients where local

immune response may alter otherwise poor prognosis. We

examined whether the presence or absence of CT-X expres-

sion alters the prognostic value of a B cell signature. Cancers

with high expression of MAGE-A and also high expression of

B-cell metagene showed a strong trend for better survival

compared to high MAGE-A cancers with low B-cell signature

(5 yr-EFS 67 ± 6% versus 42 ± 10%; P = 0.06; Fig. 3E). The

prognostic value of the B-cell metagene was lower in cancers

Fig. 2 – Colour representation of the correlation matrix of 133 probe sets with bimodal expression and 16 metagenes in TNBC.

Shown is a colour representation of the correlation matrix of the 133 probe sets with bimodal expression from Table 1 and the

16 metagenes. Probe sets are grouped according to the assigned metagene and sorted according to their correlation from left

to right in decreasing order. Positive correlation values are represented by magenta and negative correlation values by yellow.

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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with low MAGE-A expression (5 yr-EFS 74 ± 4% versus 62 ± 5%;

P = 0.09; Fig. 3D). When interaction between CTAG expression

and the B-cell metagene was examined, no similar relation-

ship was seen (Supplementary Fig. S9). These observations

suggest a therapeutic hypothesis; TNBC with MAGE-A expres-

sion may benefit the most from further augmentation of the

immune response.11,12

4. Discussion

We have applied a recently developed bioinformatic method

the bimodality index (BI) to a cohort of triple negative breast

cancers (TNBC). Thus this cohort was rather homogenous

with respect to the well known molecular subtypes of breast

cancer.7 Nevertheless, the persisting heterogeneity of this

single subtype was demonstrated by the identification of sev-

eral bimodally expressed genes. Many of those genes corre-

lated well to different previously described molecular

features as the basal-like,17 the apocrine,18,19 the claudin-

low25,26 subtypes as well as infiltration of immune cells.20–23

But still bimodally expressed markers were identified which

are not associated with those characteristics. Most of them

did not show correlations to each other and future studies

are needed on their functional and prognostic role. However

the most prominent group of genes was X chromosome de-

rived Cancer/Testis Antigens (CT-X). CT-X antigens are mark-

ers which are predominantly expressed in human germ line

cells, but not in somatic tissues,10 but become frequently acti-

vated in different cancer types. CT-X gene products are also

targets of immune responses mediated by cytotoxic T cells

Table 2 – Multivariate Cox analysis of event free survival according to clinical variables and expression of MAGE-A genes.

Variable No. of patientsa Hazard ratio 95% CI P-valueb

Lymph node status LNP versus LNN 27 versus 210 2.17 1.00–3.69 0.050
Age >50 versus 650 113 versus 124 0.69 0.44–1.10 0.116
Tumour size 62 cm versus >2 cm 71 versus 166 0.80 0.48–1.32 0.38
Histological grading G3 versus G1&2 166 versus 71 1.11 0.67–1.82 0.69
MAGE-A expression High versus Low 59 versus 178 2.02 1.27–3.20 0.003
a Information on all parameters was available for 237 of the 297 TNBC samples with follow up data.
b Significant P-values are given in bold.
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Fig. 3 – Prognosis of TNBC according to MAGE and Cancer/Testis Antigen (CTAG) metagene expression. Kaplan–Meier analysis

of event free survival of the 297 TNBC patients with follow up information. Samples were stratified either according to the

expression of the MAGE-A metagene in (A), MAGE-C3 in (B), or the CTAG metagene in (C) using the cutoff values derived from

their distribution. The prognostic value of a B-cell metagene as a surrogate marker for lymphocyte infiltration was analysed

in (D) and (E) for TNBC patients either without (D) or with high MAGE-A metagene expression (E), respectively.
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in some cancers, and strategies in developing vaccines that

induce these responses has gained much interest.11,12 In

breast cancer previous studies based on PCR detection sug-

gested prevalences of 13-60%31–34 for CTAG1B and 6–19% for

MAGE genes.35 However the immunohistochemical detection

of the protein was far lower with only 1-2%.34,36 In our study

we found rather high frequencies of expression of MAGE-A,

MAGE-C, and CTAG1B mRNAs in TNBC of 26.1%, 27.9% and

21.8%, respectively. The distribution in different subtypes of

breast cancer is shown in Supplementary Fig. S7 revealed that

these markers are mainly confined to TNBC. This explains

their high frequency we observed. A very recent publication

by Grigoriadis et al. analysed the expression of CT-X antigens

in unselected breast cancers using massively parallel signa-

ture sequencing (MPSS) and microarray analysis.37 The find-

ings of this study were similar to our results with a high

expression of CTAG and MAGE families in up to 26% of ER neg-

ative breast cancers. Moreover, the authors of this study also

confirmed the correlation with a negative ER status by immu-

nohistochemical analysis.37

We have observed a poor prognosis for the subset of TNBC

which displayed high expression of CTAG1B and MAGE-A

metagenes (P = 0.002). Similar results of a worse prognosis

for CT-X expression have also been described for other types

of cancer.38 In our cohort of TNBC the expression of MAGE-A

and CTAG metagenes was an independent prognostic factor

in multivariate regression analysis (HR 2.02, 95% CI 1.27–

3.20; P = 0.003, and HR 2.32, 95% CI 1.41–3.82; P = 0.001, respec-

tively). In contrast, with the exception of lymph node status

other known prognostic factors in breast cancer such as

age, tumour size, and histological grading were not significant

in this analysis. Most TNBC are usually of highly proliferating

and grading is not as important for prognosis in this subtype

as it is in ER positive disease. TNBCs are also often associated

with younger age but the impact of age and tumour size for

prognosis within this subtype is not yet fully clear. Still it can-

not be excluded that a bias in our cohort is the reason for the

lack of significance of these factors. Since we used a mixed

cohort from different datasets e.g. considerable heterogeneity

regarding treatment of patients can exist.

Until now both the prognosis and the therapeutic options

in TNBC are rather limited.39,40 In this respect an immuno-

therapy targeting CT-X antigens as highly specific markers

for cancer cells might be an interesting option. This is espe-

cially the case since the very subset of tumours expressing

these antigens was characterised by an even worse prognosis

in our analyses. Today immunotherapy is mostly placed as a

possible addendum after initial treatment for patients with

minimal residual disease. Several clinical trials of vaccines

against members of the MAGE-A and CTAG1B families are al-

ready in progress in melanoma, lung cancer, and ovarian can-

cer.41–46 Thus it seems a reasonable approach to test these

vaccines also in those patients with TNBC showing high

expression of the corresponding antigens. Moreover a possi-

ble clue of the immune system for these tumours was high-

lighted by the pronounced prognostic effect of the B-cell

metagene in tumours with high MAGE-A expression (Fig. 3D

and E). The expression of this B-cell metagene corresponds

to the presence of tumour infiltrating lymphocytes,20 How-

ever, as we and others have shown lymphocyte infiltration

in breast cancer generally represents a mixture of both B-

and T-cells. This is demonstrated by immunohistochemistry

and the strong correlation of B-cell and T-cell metagene

expression20 which bear nearly identical information. B-cell

and T-cell metagenes can be used as a surrogate marker for

infiltration of both types of lymphocytes. Therefore TNBC

with MAGE-A expression may benefit the most from further

augmentation of the immune response.11,12 Novel immune

stimulatory drugs such as anti-CTLA-4 directed therapies

have shown highly promising results especially in mela-

noma47 but have also been applied in others cancers48,49

including breast cancer.50 These drugs may provide a realistic

opportunity to directly test the hypothesis of immune aug-

mentation in TNBC with MAGE-A expression in the clinic.
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Supplementary Table S1:     Summary of Affymetrix microarray datasets used in this study 
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Rotterdam-EMC344 GSE2034, GSE5327 55 35 100 72 100 0 0 28  344 82 82  0.0085 x + i,ii,iii 
TransBIG GSE7390 80 18 100 75 100 0 0 43  198 40 40  0.0110  + iv 
Mainz GSE11121 33 33 100 71 100 0 0 38  200 21 21  0.0115 x + v 
Stockholm GSE1456    74 45 55 0 40  159 25 25  0.0119  + vi 
Uppsala GSE3494 (n=251), GSE6232 (n=5), 


GSE4922 (n=1), GSE2990 (n=1) 
37 41 68 59 86 14 0 26  258 27 27  0.0124  + vii,viii 


Frankfurt-2 This study 50 0 39 56    33  67 19 19  0.0146   ix 
Frankfurt This study 33 42 83 83 0 0 100 33  119 24 24  0.0155  + x 
New York GSE2603 40 11 49  0 4 96 48  99 35 35  0.0155 x + xi 
Oxford-Untreated GSE2990 (n=61), GSE6532 (n=8) 54 46 100 60 100 0 0 45  69 13 13  0.0157  + xii 
Hamburg-2 This study 0 0 71 40 0 100 0 20  77 7 7  0.0180 x + xiii 
Hamburg-1 This study 53 33 80 86 0 0 100 47  77 15 15  0.0182  + xiv 
Signapore GSE5364          183 36 36  0.0186  + xv 
MDA133 mdanderson.org 38 21 24 83      133 29 29  0.0189  - xvi 
Boston GSE3744    100      40 16 16  0.0224  + xvii 
Tampa GSE10780          39 5 5  0.0262  + xviii 


Rotterdam-EMC204 GSE12276 55 22  71 63 25 13   204 56 0  0.0320  + xix 
MDA100 GSE16716 48 3 18 73 0 0 100   100 33 0  0.0327  - xx 
EORTC GSE1561  0 43 68      49 21 0  0.0338  - xxi 
Genentech GSE12763          30 5 0  0.0389  + xxii 
Frankfurt-3 This study 0 50 50 50 0 100 0 50  52 2 0  0.0427  + xxiii 
San Francisco E-TABM-158 52 35 52 45 17 13 70 22  118 23 0  0.0441 x + xxiv 
Paris GSE13787    100      23 10 0  0.0487  + xxv 
Berlin GSE6596 29 29  71      24 7 0  0.0598  + xxvi 
Veridex-Tam GSE12093   100  0 100 0 0  136 1 0  0.0650 x + xxvii 
London-2 GSE9195 0 100 100 100 0 100 0 0  77 2 0  0.0663  + xxviii 
London GSE6532 50 0 0 100 0 100 0 50  87 2 0  0.0687  + xxix 
expO GSE2109 35 33 42 83      301 22 0  0.1001  + xxx 
Edinburgh GSE5462     0 100 0   116 1 0  0.1285  - xxxi 
Oxford-Tamoxifen GSE6532          109 0   n.a.   xii 


TOTAL:  48 25 68 72 57 12 31 35  3488 579 394    495  


Remarks:  Datasets are sorted according to the comparability of the microarrays of only TNBC samples. The complete TransBIG dataset contains independent replicate samples from 19 patients of the Uppsala cohort and 22 patients 


of the Oxford-Untreated cohort. Affymetrix HG-U133A microarrays were applied in all studies except that in part HG-U133Plus arrays were used in datasets GSE2109, GSE3744, GSE6532, GSE9195, GSE10780, GSE12763, GSE12276, 


and GSE13787. In these cases only the probe sets identical to HG-U133A arrays were used.
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		Supplementary Table S2:  Information on 222 Genes with highest BI

		BI		Affymetrix probeset ID		Gene Symbol		Gene Title		Entrez-Gene-Summary		Description		Kruskal Statistic (dataset bias)		included in 202 probeset list (Kruskal < 140)		included in 133 probeset list (kruskal < 75)		maximal correlation to metagene		Assigned to metagene using correlation cutoff ³ 0.2		Assigned to metagene using correlation cutoff ³ 0.3

		2.63		210546_x_at		CTAG1B		cancer/testis antigen 1A /// cancer/testis antigen 1B		Cancer/testis antigens, such as CTAG1B, are expressed in a variety of malignant tumors but soley in testis among normal adult tissues (Yoshida et al., 2006 (PubMed 16596224)).(supplied by OMIM)		autoimmunogenic cancer testis antigen NY-ESO-1 autoimmunogenic cancertestis antigen NY-ESO-1 d cancer/testis antigen autoimmunogenic cancer/testis antigen NY-ESO-1 cancer/testis antigen 1		47.8		Yes		Yes		0.1933		unclassified		unclassified

		2.60		211674_x_at		CTAG1B		cancer/testis antigen 1A /// cancer/testis antigen 1B		Cancer/testis antigens, such as CTAG1B, are expressed in a variety of malignant tumors but soley in testis among normal adult tissues (Yoshida et al., 2006 (PubMed 16596224)).(supplied by OMIM)		autoimmunogenic cancer testis antigen NY-ESO-1 cancer antigen-3 and cancer antigen-3-ORF2 d cancer/testis antigen autoimmunogenic cancer/testis antigen NY-ESO-1		39.5		Yes		Yes		0.2188		Basal		unclassified

		2.58		209728_at		HLA-DRB4		major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 4		HLA-DRB4 belongs to the HLA class II beta chain paralogues. This class II molecule is a heterodimer consisting of an alpha (DRA) and a beta (DRB) chain, both anchored in the membrane. It plays a central role in the immune system by presenting peptides der		"MHC class II HLA-DRw53-associated glycoprotein beta- chain MHC class II HLA-DRw53-associated glycoprotein Human MHC class II HLA-DRw53-associated glycoprotein beta- chain mRNA complete cds class II gene; integral membrane protein; major histocompatibility complex DRw53 beta-chain glycoprotein major histocompatibility complex, class II, DR beta 5"		10.4		Yes		Yes		0.2348		T.Cell		unclassified

		2.58		215356_at		FLJ13072		tudor domain containing 12				FLJ13072 fis clone NT2RP3001844		44.4		Yes		Yes		0.1403		unclassified		unclassified

		2.45		215733_x_at		CTAG2		cancer/testis antigen 2				autoimmunogenic cancer testis antigen NY-ESO-1 for CTL-recognized antigen on melanoma (CAMEL cancer/testis antigen autoimmunogenic cancer/testis antigen NY-ESO-1 cancer/testis antigen 2		66.7		Yes		Yes		0.1993		unclassified		unclassified

		2.40		203290_at		HLA-DQA1		major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha 1		HLA-DQA1 belongs to the HLA class II alpha chain paralogues. The class II molecule is a heterodimer consisting of an alpha (DQA) and a beta chain (DQB), both anchored in the membrane. It plays a central role in the immune system by presenting peptides der		ak41e04.s1 major histocompatibility complex class II DQ alpha 1 EST major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha		16.2		Yes		Yes		0.1829		unclassified		unclassified

		2.28		214461_at		LBP		lipopolysaccharide binding protein		The protein encoded by this gene is involved in the acute-phase immunologic response to gram-negative bacterial infections. Gram-negative bacteria contain a glycolipid, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), on their outer cell wall. Together with bactericidal permeab		lipopolysaccharide-binding protein lipopolysaccharide binding protein		41.3		Yes		Yes		0.4883		Apocrine		Apocrine

		2.27		209842_at		SOX10		SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 10		This gene encodes a member of the SOX (SRY-related HMG-box) family of transcription factors involved in the regulation of embryonic development and in the determination of the cell fate. The encoded protein may act as a transcriptional activator after for		Sox10 protein SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 10 Sox10 protein SRY (sex-determining region Y)-box 10		33.6		Yes		Yes		0.6839		Basal		Basal

		2.24		217889_s_at		CYBRD1		cytochrome b reductase 1		This gene is a member of the cytochrome b(561) family that encodes an iron-regulated protein. It highly expressed in the duodenal brush border membrane. It has ferric reductase activity and is believed to play a physiological role in dietary iron absorpti		wv54d10.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ23462 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ23462 fis clone HSI08475 EST duodenal cytochrome b		124		Yes		No		0.2852		Stroma		unclassified

		2.21		219415_at		TTYH1		tweety homolog 1 (Drosophila)		This gene encodes a member of the tweety family of proteins. Members of this family function as chloride anion channels. The encoded protein functions as a calcium(2+)-independent, volume-sensitive large conductance chloride(-) channel. Two transcript var		tm74e11.x1 tweety (Drosophila) homolog 1 EST tweety homolog 1 (Drosophila)		43.2		Yes		Yes		0.5524		Basal		Basal

		2.18		212575_at		C19orf6		chromosome 19 open reading frame 6				chromosome 19 cosmid R32184 chromosome 19 cosmid R32184 Homo sapiens chromosome 19 cosmid R32184 hypothetical protein MGC4022		177.2		No		No		-0.2183		HOX		unclassified

		2.16		210655_s_at		FOXO3A		forkhead box O3 /// zinc finger 286C pseudogene		This gene belongs to the forkhead family of transcription factors which are characterized by a distinct forkhead domain. This gene likely functions as a trigger for apoptosis through expression of genes necessary for cell death. Translocation of this gene with the MLL gene is associated with secondary acute leukemia. Alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding the same protein have been observed. (provided by RefSeq)		forkhead protein (FKHRL1) fork head-like protein (FKHRL1P2) d forkhead box O3A forkhead protein		156.3		No		No		0.1491		unclassified		unclassified

		2.14		206376_at		SLC6A15		solute carrier family 6 (neutral amino acid transporter), member 15		SLC6A15 shows structural characteristics of an Na(+) and Cl(-)-dependent neurotransmitter transporter, including 12 transmembrane (TM) domains, intracellular N and C termini, and large extracellular loops containing multiple N-glycosylation sites (Farmer		DKFZp566O133 (from clone DKFZp566O133) homolog of rat orphan transporter v7-3 hypothetical protein FLJ10316		43.5		Yes		Yes		-0.3434		Apocrine		Apocrine

		2.14		203815_at		GSTT1		glutathione S-transferase theta 1		Glutathione S-transferase (GST) theta 1 (GSTT1) is a member of a superfamily of proteins that catalyze the conjugation of reduced glutathione to a variety of electrophilic and hydrophobic compounds. Human GSTs can be divided into five main classes: alpha,		HS322B1 DNA sequence from clone 322B1 on chromosome 22q11-12 complete sequence [] glutathione S-transferase theta 1 HTG glutathione S-transferase theta 1		39.1		Yes		Yes		0.1107		unclassified		unclassified

		2.14		219545_at		KCTD14		potassium channel tetramerisation domain containing 14				ty63d10.x1 hypothetical protein MGC2376 ESTs		33.9		Yes		Yes		0.4653		Basal		Basal

		2.13		219476_at		SARG		chromosome 1 open reading frame 116				np78a09.s1 hypothetical protein MGC4309 ESTs		26.1		Yes		Yes		0.4132		CLDN3		CLDN3

		2.13		221809_at		RANBP10		RAN binding protein 10				DKFZp434D0918_r1 for KIAA1464 proteind KIAA1464 protein EST		95.6		Yes		No		0.1246		unclassified		unclassified

		2.11		202316_x_at		UBE4B		ubiquitination factor E4B (UFD2 homolog, yeast)		The modification of proteins with ubiquitin is an important cellular mechanism for targeting abnormal or short-lived proteins for degradation. Ubiquitination involves at least three classes of enzymes: ubiquitin-activating enzymes, or E1s, ubiquitin-conju		KIAA0684 protein ubiquitination factor E4B (homologous to yeast UFD2) Start codon is not identified. hk02956 cDNA clone for KIAA0684 has an 843-bp insertion between 2643-2644 of the sequence of KIAA0684 KIAA0684 protein ubiquitination factor E4B (UFD2 homolog, yeast)		81.2		Yes		No		-0.1971		unclassified		unclassified

		2.11		217339_x_at		CTAG1B		cancer/testis antigen 1A /// cancer/testis antigen 1B		Cancer/testis antigens, such as CTAG1B, are expressed in a variety of malignant tumors but soley in testis among normal adult tissues (Yoshida et al., 2006 (PubMed 16596224)).(supplied by OMIM)		autoimmunogenic cancer testis antigen NY-ESO-1 partial LAGE-2b for hypothetical protein (LAGE-2 gene cancer/testis antigen autoimmunogenic cancer/testis antigen NY-ESO-1		50.6		Yes		Yes		0.1917		unclassified		unclassified

		2.11		214251_s_at		NUMA1		nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1				Nuclear Mitotic Apparatus Protein 1 Alt. Splice Form 2 nuclear mitotic apparatus protein 1		175.6		No		No		0.2062		B.Cell		unclassified

		2.09		205358_at		GRIA2		glutamate receptor, ionotropic, AMPA 2		Glutamate receptors are the predominant excitatory neurotransmitter receptors in the mammalian brain and are activated in a variety of normal neurophysiologic processes. This gene product belongs to a family of glutamate receptors that are sensitive to al		glutamate receptor 2 (HBGR2) glutamate receptor precursor flip isoform glutamate receptor ionotropic AMPA 2 glutamate receptor, ionotropic, AMPA 2		19.6		Yes		Yes		0.2365		HOX		unclassified

		2.08		219856_at		SARG		chromosome 1 open reading frame 116				tk17g08.x1 hypothetical protein MGC2742 ESTs		41.4		Yes		Yes		0.3319		CLDN3		CLDN3

		2.05		209876_at		GIT2		G protein-coupled receptor kinase interacting ArfGAP 2		This gene encodes a member of the GIT protein family, which interact with G protein-coupled receptor kinases and possess ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) GTPase-activating protein (GAP) activity. GIT proteins traffic between cytoplasmic complexes, focal adhe		KIAA0148 gene ARF GTPase-activating protein GIT2 (KIAA0148) d G protein-coupled receptor kinase-interactor 2 KIAA0148 The KIAA0148 gene product is related to KIAA0041 and KIAA0050 proteins. KIAA0148 gene product		63.7		Yes		Yes		-0.2346		CLDN3		unclassified

		2.04		205918_at		SLC4A3		solute carrier family 4, anion exchanger, member 3				anion exchanger 3 brain isoform (bAE3) solute carrier family 4 anion exchanger member 3 solute carrier family 4, anion exchanger, member 3		36.5		Yes		Yes		-0.3557		MHC2		MHC2

		2.03		209727_at		GM2A		GM2 ganglioside activator		This gene encodes a small glycolipid transport protein which acts as a substrate specific co-factor for the lysosomal enzyme beta-hexosaminidase A. Beta-hexosaminidase A, together with GM2 ganglioside activator, catalyzes the degradation of the ganglioside GM2, and other molecules containing terminal N-acetyl hexosamines. Mutations in this gene result in GM2-gangliosidosis type AB or the AB variant of Tay-Sachs disease. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants. (provided by RefSeq)		nc12d09.r1 G-M2 activator protein d GM2 ganglioside activator protein EST		154.5		No		No		0.2985		B.Cell		unclassified

		2.03		220445_s_at		CSAG2		CSAG family, member 2 /// CSAG family, member 3				taxol resistance associated gene 3		83.4		Yes		No		0.2566		IFN		unclassified

		2.03		221909_at		FLJ14627		ring finger protein, transmembrane 2				DKFZp761C088_r1 ESTs		60		Yes		Yes		0.4584		Prolif		Prolif

		2.02		221854_at		PKP1		plakophilin 1 (ectodermal dysplasia/skin fragility syndrome)		This gene encodes a member of the arm-repeat (armadillo) and plakophilin gene families. Plakophilin proteins contain numerous armadillo repeats, localize to cell desmosomes and nuclei, and participate in linking cadherins to intermediate filaments in the		"tc40d07.x1 ESTs Homo sapiens mRNA; cDNA DKFZp586J021 (from clone DKFZp586J021) EST"		37.6		Yes		Yes		0.5768		Basal		Basal

		2.01		215099_s_at		RXRB		retinoid X receptor, beta		This gene encodes a member of the retinoid X receptor (RXR) family of nuclear receptors which are involved in mediating the effects of retinoic acid (RA). This receptor forms homodimers with the retinoic acid, thyroid hormone, and vitamin D receptors, increasing both DNA binding and transcriptional function on their respective response elements. The gene lies within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II region on chromosome 6. An alternatively spliced transcript variant has been described, but its full length sequence has not been determined. (provided by RefSeq)		"HUMRXRB retinoid X receptor beta (RXR-beta) retinoid X receptor beta retinoic acid nuclear receptor; retinoid X receptor-beta retinoid X receptor beta"		192.2		No		No		-0.1875		unclassified		unclassified

		2.01		208748_s_at		FLOT1		flotillin 1		Caveolae are small domains on the inner cell membrane involved in vesicular trafficking and signal transduction. FLOT1 encodes a caveolae-associated, integral membrane protein. The function of flotillin 1 has not been determined. (provided by RefSeq)		wf49b01.x1 flotillin 1		121.6		Yes		No		0.1908		unclassified		unclassified

		2.00		211823_s_at		PXN		paxillin				tc09a10.x1 for paxillin betad paxillin		214		No		No		0.2320		Stroma		unclassified

		2.00		206373_at		ZIC1		Zic family member 1 (odd-paired homolog, Drosophila)		This gene encodes a member of the ZIC family of C2H2-type zinc finger proteins. Members of this family are important during development. Aberrant expression of this gene is seen in medulloblastoma, a childhood brain tumor. This gene is closely linked to t		"Zic protein Zic family member 1 (odd-paired Drosophila homolog) Zic protein; Zic Zic family member 1 (odd-paired Drosophila homolog) Zic family member 1 (odd-paired homolog, Drosophila)"		27.7		Yes		Yes		0.3821		Basal		Basal

		2.00		207703_at		NLGN4Y		neuroligin 4, Y-linked		Neuroligins, such as NLGN4Y, are cell adhesion molecules present at the postsynaptic side of the synapse and may be essential for the formation of functional synapses (Jamain et al., 2003 (PubMed 12669065)).(supplied by OMIM)		KIAA0951 protein KIAA0951 protein KIAA0951 protein		35.9		Yes		Yes		-0.1564		unclassified		unclassified

		1.99		204965_at		GC		group-specific component (vitamin D binding protein)		The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the albumin gene family. It is a multifunctional protein found in plasma, ascitic fluid, cerebrospinal fluid and on the surface of many cell types. It binds to vitamin D and its plasma metabolites and transports		group-specific component (GC) group-specific component (vitaminbinding protein) vitamin d-binding protein GC precursor (aa -16 to 458) group-specific component (vitamin D binding protein)		58.9		Yes		Yes		-0.0829		unclassified		unclassified

		1.99		217562_at		DBCCR1L		family with sequence similarity 5, member C				yh15c05.s1 ESTs Weakly similar to hypothetical protein [] ESTs		20.6		Yes		Yes		0.5276		Apocrine		Apocrine

		1.99		202648_at		RPS19				Ribosomes, the organelles that catalyze protein synthesis, consist of a small 40S subunit and a large 60S subunit. Together these subunits are composed of 4 RNA species and approximately 80 structurally distinct proteins. This gene encodes a ribosomal protein that is a component of the 40S subunit. The protein belongs to the S19E family of ribosomal proteins. It is located in the cytoplasm. Mutations in this gene cause Diamond-Blackfan anemia (DBA), a constitutional erythroblastopenia characterized by absent or decreased erythroid precursors, in a subset of patients. This suggests a possible extra-ribosomal function for this gene in erythropoietic differentiation and proliferation, in addition to its ribosomal function. Higher expression levels of this gene in some primary colon carcinomas compared to matched normal colon tissues has been observed. As is typical for genes encoding ribosomal proteins, there are multiple processed pseudogenes of this gene dispersed through the genome. (provided by RefSeq)		za93f07.r1 ribosomal protein S19 clone MGC:16 ribosomal protein S19 EST		248.3		No		No		-0.2242		B.Cell		unclassified

		1.99		214450_at		CTSW		cathepsin W		The protein encoded by this gene, a member of the peptidase C1 family, is a cysteine proteinase that may have a specific function in the mechanism or regulation of T-cell cytolytic activity. The encoded protein is found associated with the membrane inside		lymphopain cathepsin W (lymphopain)		52.3		Yes		Yes		0.7235		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.99		207470_at		DKFZp566H0824		hypothetical LOC54744				DKFZp566H0824 (from clone DKFZp566H0824) hypothetical protein DKFZp566H0824 (DKF hypothetical protein DKFZp566H0824 weak similarity to mRNA for basement membrane (type IV) collagen of mouse hypothetical protein		40.3		Yes		Yes		-0.1553		unclassified		unclassified

		1.99		205920_at		SLC6A6		solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, taurine), member 6				taurine transporter solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter taurine) member 6 taurine transporter solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter,		137.9		Yes		No		0.2928		Stroma		unclassified

		1.98		204487_s_at		KCNQ1		potassium voltage-gated channel, KQT-like subfamily, member 1		This gene encodes a protein for a voltage-gated potassium channel required for the repolarization phase of the cardiac action potential. The gene product can form heteromultimers with two other potassium channel proteins, KCNE1 and KCNE3. Mutations in thi		kidney and cardiac voltage dependent K+ channel (KvLQT1) potassium voltage-gated channel KQT-likesubfamily precursor member 1 potassium voltage-gated channel KQT-like subfamily member 1 potassium voltage-gated channel, KQT-like subfamily,		77.3		Yes		No		0.2180		T.Cell		unclassified

		1.97		203354_s_at		PSD3		pleckstrin and Sec7 domain containing 3				KIAA0942 protein KIAA0942 protein KIAA0942 protein		100.5		Yes		No		-0.2354		MHC1		unclassified

		1.97		217929_s_at		PKD1-like		KIAA0319-like				DKFZp434H1922_s1 hypothetical protein FLJ14225 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ14225 fis clone NT2RP3004051 EST		119.7		Yes		No		0.1956		unclassified		unclassified

		1.97		216710_x_at		ZNF287		zinc finger protein 287		This gene encodes a member of the krueppel family of zinc finger proteins, suggesting a role as a transcription factor. Its specific function has not been determined. This gene is located near the Smith-Magenis syndrome region on chromosome 17. (provided		DKFZp547N163 Zp547N163		29.5		Yes		Yes		-0.0862		unclassified		unclassified

		1.97		208071_s_at		LAIR1		leukocyte-associated immunoglobulin-like receptor 1		The protein encoded by this gene is an inhibitory receptor found on peripheral mononuclear cells, including NK cells, T cells, and B cells. Inhibitory receptors regulate the immune response to prevent lysis of cells recognized as self. The gene is a membe		leukocyte-associated Ig-like receptor-1 (LAIR-1) leukocyte-associated Ig-like receptor 1 (LAIR1) transcript variant leukocyte-associated Ig-like receptor 1 membrane glycoprotein leukocyte-associated Ig-like receptor 1		132.4		Yes		No		0.5736		MHC2		MHC2

		1.97		213201_s_at		TNNT1		troponin T type 1 (skeletal, slow)		This gene encodes a protein that is a subunit of troponin, which is a regulatory complex located on the thin filament of the sarcomere. This complex regulates striated muscle contraction in response to fluctuations in intracellular calcium concentration.		"TNNT1 gene exons 1-11 (and joined CDS) TNNT1 gene exons 1-11 (and troponin T1 skeletal slow slow skeletal; TNNT1 gene; troponin T alternatively spliced isoform troponin T1, skeletal, slow"		28.3		Yes		Yes		0.2848		VEGF		unclassified

		1.96		215846_at		- - -						DKFZp564O1172 Zp564O1172		70.5		Yes		Yes		-0.1539		unclassified		unclassified

		1.96		201796_s_at		VARS2		valyl-tRNA synthetase				G7a valyl-tRNA synthetase valyl-tRNA synthetase 2		100.8		Yes		No		0.1529		unclassified		unclassified

		1.95		209000_s_at		38603		septin 8				wd84g04.x1 Similar to hypothetical protein FLJ10849 clone MGC:55 ESTs		148.9		No		No		0.2788		Stroma		unclassified

		1.95		207119_at		PRKG1		protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I				"type I beta cGMP-dependent protein kinase (EC 2.7.1.37) protein kinase cGMP-dependent type I cGMP-dependent protein kinase; kinase; protein kinase cGMP-dependent protein kinase (AA 1-686) protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I"		54.7		Yes		Yes		0.2612		Stroma		unclassified

		1.95		204149_s_at		GSTM4		glutathione S-transferase mu 4		Cytosolic and membrane-bound forms of glutathione S-transferase are encoded by two distinct supergene families. At present, eight distinct classes of the soluble cytoplasmic mammalian glutathione S-transferases have been identified: alpha, kappa, mu, omeg		glutathione S-transferase subunit 4 (EC 2.5.1.18) glutathione S-transferase M4		109.9		Yes		No		0.1929		unclassified		unclassified

		1.95		207824_s_at		MAZ		MYC-associated zinc finger protein (purine-binding transcription factor)				"D85131 Myc-associated zinc-finger protein of islet MYC-associated zinc finger protein (purine-binding transcription factor) MAZi; Myc-associated zinc-finger protein of human islet Myc-associated zinc-finger protein of human islet"		159.1		No		No		0.2286		B.Cell		unclassified

		1.95		217818_s_at		ARPC4		actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 4, 20kDa /// tubulin tyrosine ligase-like family, member 3		This gene encodes one of seven subunits of the human Arp2/3 protein complex. The Arp2/3 protein complex has been implicated in the control of actin polymerization in cells and has been conserved through evolution. The exact role of the protein encoded by this gene, the p20 subunit, has yet to be determined. Three transcript variants encoding two distinct isoforms have been found for this gene. (provided by RefSeq)		Arp2 3 protein complex subunit p20-Arc (ARC20) actin related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4 (20 kD) 20 kD subunit of the Arp2/3 protein complex p20-Arc actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 4 (20 kD)		143.3		No		No		0.1902		unclassified		unclassified

		1.94		205044_at		GABRP		gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, pi		The gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor is a multisubunit chloride channel that mediates the fastest inhibitory synaptic transmission in the central nervous system. The subunit encoded by this gene is expressed in several non-neuronal tissues includ		GABA-A receptor pi subunit gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor pi gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, pi		24.8		Yes		Yes		0.7778		Basal		Basal

		1.94		221566_s_at		NOL3		nucleolar protein 3 (apoptosis repressor with CARD domain)				"apoptosis repressor ARC (ARC) nucleolar protein 3 (apoptosis repressor with CARD domain) apoptosis repressor with CARD; expressed in skeletal muscle and heart; interacts selectively with caspases nucleolar protein 3 (apoptosis repressor with CARD domain)"		48.6		Yes		Yes		0.2934		VEGF		unclassified

		1.93		219589_s_at		FLJ10922		transmembrane protein 143				wi85b04.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ10922 EST		40.5		Yes		Yes		-0.1615		unclassified		unclassified

		1.93		219536_s_at		ZFP64		zinc finger protein 64 homolog (mouse)				wj38e06.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ12628 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ12628 fis clone NT2RM4001823 weakly similar to ZINC FINGER PROTEIN 43 zinc finger protein 338		109.2		Yes		No		0.1948		unclassified		unclassified

		1.93		213432_at		MUC5B		mucin 5B, oligomeric mucus/gel-forming		Mucins are high molecular mass, highly glycosylated macromolecules that are the major components of mucus secretions. MUC5B is a salivary mucin that is thought to contribute to the lubricating and viscoelastic properties of whole saliva. It is composed of		MUC5B gene mucin 5 subtype B tracheobronchial mucin 5, subtype B, tracheobronchial		26.6		Yes		Yes		0.3989		Basal		Basal

		1.93		219136_s_at		FLJ12681		lipase maturation factor 1				tn05a12.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ12681 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ12681 fis clone NT2RM4002446		30.5		Yes		Yes		-0.2742		MHC1		unclassified

		1.93		210683_at		NRTN		neurturin		Neurturin is a member of the TGF-beta subfamily, TRN. This gene signals through RET and a GPI-linked coreceptor, and promotes survival of neuronal populations. A neurturin mutation has been described in a family with Hirschsprung Disease. (provided by Ref		prepro-neurturin DKFZp762B0211 Zp762B0211) complete cd neurturin neurotrophic factor prepro-neurturin		56.6		Yes		Yes		0.4161		Basal		Basal

		1.93		211794_at		FYB		FYN binding protein (FYB-120/130)				FYN binding protein EVH1 domain binding protein d FYN-binding protein (FYB-120/130)		91.2		Yes		No		0.4094		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.92		214045_at		LIAS		lipoic acid synthetase		The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the biotin and lipoic acid synthetases family. It localizes in mitochondrion and plays an important role in alpha-(+)-lipoic acid synthesis. It may also function in the sulfur insertion chemistry in lipoate bios		putative lipoic acid synthetase lipoic acid synthetase lipoic acid synthetase putative lipoic acid synthetase		128.3		Yes		No		-0.1845		unclassified		unclassified

		1.92		221755_at		EHBP1L1		EH domain binding protein 1-like 1				wc74b07.x1 for FLJ00043 proteinds Homo sapiens mRNA for FLJ00043 protein partial cds		65.3		Yes		Yes		0.3497		MHC2		MHC2

		1.92		206470_at		PLXNC1		plexin C1				plexin C1		119.8		Yes		No		0.4918		MHC2		MHC2

		1.91		217450_at		IRS3L		similar to insulin receptor substrate like protein				chromosome 7q22 sequence insulin receptor substrate 3-like HTG M11319 zonadhesin		63.8		Yes		Yes		-0.0953		unclassified		unclassified

		1.91		213831_at		HLA-DQA1		major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha 1		HLA-DQA1 belongs to the HLA class II alpha chain paralogues. The class II molecule is a heterodimer consisting of an alpha (DQA) and a beta chain (DQB), both anchored in the membrane. It plays a central role in the immune system by presenting peptides der		ak41e04.s1 for DC classII histocompatibility antigen alpha-chai major histocompatibility complex class II DQ alpha 1 EST		17.1		Yes		Yes		0.3769		MHC2		MHC2

		1.91		210419_at		BARX2		BARX homeobox 2		This gene encodes a member of the homeobox transcription factor family. A highly related protein in mouse has been shown to influence cellular processes that control cell adhesion and remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton in myoblast fusion and chondrogene		"Barx2 protein (Barx2 gene) homeobox transcription factor barx2 (BARX2) d BarH-like homeobox 2 Barx2 gene; Barx2 protein; homeodomain; transcription factor BarH-like homeobox 2"		81.7		Yes		No		0.1779		unclassified		unclassified

		1.91		214446_at		ELL2		elongation factor, RNA polymerase II, 2				HSU88629 RNA polymerase II elongation factor ELL2 ELL-RELATED RNA POLYMERASE II ELONGATION FACTOR RNA polymerase II elongation factor ELL2 ELL-RELATED RNA POLYMERASE II, ELONGATION FACTOR		111.9		Yes		No		0.2575		B.Cell		unclassified

		1.91		215315_at		ZNF549		zinc finger protein 549				"chromosome 19 overlapping cosmids F18547 F11133 R27945 R28830 and R32804 chromosome 19 overlapping cosmids F18547 F11133 R27945 R28830 and R32804 Homo sapiens chromosome 19 overlapping cosmids F18547 F11133 R27945 R28830 and R32804 HTG Hypothetical Kruppel-type Zinc Finger Protein; Most similar to zinc finger protein ZNF132 (U09411)[Homo sapiens] F18547_1"		14.9		Yes		Yes		0.1292		unclassified		unclassified

		1.91		206756_at		CHST7		carbohydrate (N-acetylglucosamine 6-O) sulfotransferase 7		This gene belongs to the sulfotransferase gene family. Sulfotransferases generate sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) moities during chondroitin sulfate biosynthesis. They create considerable structural diversity among chondroitin sulfates by transferring su		yz30f01.s1 carbohydrate (N-acetylglucosamine 6-O) sulfotransferase 7 EST		81.7		Yes		No		0.2602		T.Cell		unclassified

		1.91		220233_at		FBXO17		F-box protein 17		This gene encodes a member of the F-box protein family which is characterized by an approximately 40 amino acid motif, the F-box. The F-box proteins constitute one of the four subunits of the ubiquitin protein ligase complex called SCFs (SKP1-cullin-F-box		wk70c04.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ11798 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ11798 fis clone HEMBA1006198 weakly similar to PROLINE-RICH PROTEIN MP-2 PRECURSOR F-box protein FBG4		66		Yes		Yes		0.3198		Basal		Basal

		1.91		214971_s_at		ST6GAL1		ST6 beta-galactosamide alpha-2,6-sialyltranferase 1		This gene encodes a member of glycosyltransferase family 29. The encoded protein is a type II membrane protein that catalyzes the transfer of sialic acid from CMP-sialic acid to galactose-containing substrates. The protein, which is normally found in the		gene encoding beta-galactoside alpha-2 6-sialyltransferase sialyltransferase 1 (beta-galactoside alpha-2 6-sialytransferase) sialyltransferase 1 (beta-galactoside alpha-2,6-sialytransferase)		126		Yes		No		0.3732		B.Cell		B.Cell

		1.90		216560_x_at		IGLC2		immunoglobulin lambda locus				immunoglobulin lambda gene locus DNA clone:84 immunoglobulin lambda variable 3-10		30		Yes		Yes		0.8464		B.Cell		B.Cell

		1.90		214567_s_at		XCL1		chemokine (C motif) ligand 1 /// chemokine (C motif) ligand 2				"DNASCM-1beta precursor small inducible cytokine subfamily C member 2 SCM-1beta; SCM-1beta precursor SCM-1beta precursor small inducible cytokine subfamily C, member 2"		75.9		Yes		No		0.7052		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.90		202707_at		UMPS		uridine monophosphate synthetase		This gene encodes a uridine 5&apos;-monophosphate synthase. The encoded protein is a bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes the final two steps of the de novo pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway. The first reaction is carried out by the N-terminal enzyme orotate		"UMP synthase uridine monophosphate synthetase (orotate phosphoribosyl transferase and orotidine-5-decarboxylase) uridine monophosphate synthetase (orotate phosphoribosyl transferase and orotidine-5'-decarboxylase) UMP synthase; orotate phosphoribosyltransferase; orotidine-5'-monophosphate decarboxylase UMP synthase uridine monophosphate synthetase (orotate phosphoribosyl transferase and orotidine-5'-decarboxylase)"		41.3		Yes		Yes		0.1459		unclassified		unclassified

		1.90		219432_at		EVC		Ellis van Creveld syndrome		This gene encodes a protein containing a leucine zipper and a transmembrane domain. This gene has been implicated in both Ellis-van Creveld syndrome (EvC) and Weyers acrodental dysostosis. (provided by RefSeq)		ag34c07.s1 Ellis van Creveld syndrome protein Ellis van Creveld syndrome EST		55.3		Yes		Yes		0.5024		Stroma		Stroma

		1.90		204545_at		PEX6		peroxisomal biogenesis factor 6		This gene encodes a member of the AAA (ATPases associated with diverse cellular activities) family of ATPases. This member is a predominantly cytoplasmic protein, which plays a direct role in peroxisomal protein import and is required for PTS1 (peroxisoma		"D83703 peroxisome assembly factor-2 peroxisomal biogenesis factor 6 PAF-2; peroxisome assembly factor-2 peroxisome assembly factor-2"		60.5		Yes		Yes		0.1436		unclassified		unclassified

		1.90		204456_s_at		GAS1		growth arrest-specific 1		Growth arrest-specific 1 plays a role in growth suppression. GAS1 blocks entry to S phase and prevents cycling of normal and transformed cells. Gas1 is a putative tumor suppressor gene. (provided by RefSeq)		HUMGAS1A gas1 gene growth arrest-specific 1		133.2		Yes		No		0.3221		Stroma		Stroma

		1.90		209922_at		BRAP		BRCA1 associated protein		The protein encoded by this gene was identified by its ability to bind to the nuclear localization signal of BRCA1 and other proteins. It is a cytoplasmic protein which may regulate nuclear targeting by retaining proteins with a nuclear localization signa		BRCA1-associated protein 2 (BRAP2) BRCA1-associated protein 2 (BRAP2) d BRCA1 associated protein BRCA1 associated protein		100.6		Yes		No		-0.1939		unclassified		unclassified

		1.90		215349_at		- - -		HCG1730474, mRNA (cDNA clone MGC:189748 IMAGE:9057072)				FLJ10133 fis clone HEMBA1003067		69.7		Yes		Yes		-0.1726		unclassified		unclassified

		1.90		203352_at		ORC4L		origin recognition complex, subunit 4-like (yeast)		The origin recognition complex (ORC) is a highly conserved six subunit protein complex essential for the initiation of the DNA replication in eukaryotic cells. Studies in yeast demonstrated that ORC binds specifically to origins of replication and serves		putative replication initiator origin recognition complex subunit Orc4Lp (ORC4L) origin recognition complex subunit 4 (yeast homolog)-like origin recognition complex, subunit 4 (yeast homolog)-like origin recognition complex, subunit 4-like (yeast)		85.2		Yes		No		-0.1665		unclassified		unclassified

		1.90		207961_x_at		MYH11		myosin, heavy chain 11, smooth muscle		The protein encoded by this gene is a smooth muscle myosin belonging to the myosin heavy chain family. The gene product is a subunit of a hexameric protein that consists of two heavy chain subunits and two pairs of non-identical light chain subunits. It f		HUAF001548 Chromosome 16 BAC clone CIT987SK-A-815A9 complete sequence myosin heavy polypeptide 11 smooth muscle (MYH11) transcript variant S myosin heavy polypeptide 11 smooth muscle myosin, heavy polypeptide 11, smooth muscle		56.2		Yes		Yes		-0.4385		Prolif		Prolif

		1.90		204307_at		KIAA0329		KIAA0329				KIAA0297 gene for KIAA0297 gened KIAA0329 gene product		45.6		Yes		Yes		0.2128		HOX		unclassified

		1.89		213040_s_at		NPTXR		neuronal pentraxin receptor		This gene encodes a protein similar to the rat neuronal pentraxin receptor. The rat pentraxin receptor is an integral membrane protein that is thought to mediate neuronal uptake of the snake venom toxin, taipoxin, and its transport into the synapses. Stud		dJ327J16.2 ( ortholog of rat Neuronal Pentraxin Receptor) DNA sequence from clone RP3-327J16 on chromosome 22q12.3-13.2 Contains the DNAL4 gene for axonemal dynein light polypeptide 4 the NPTXR gene for neuronal pentraxin receptor and the CBX6 gene for chromobox homolog 6. Contains ESTs STSs a G. dynein axonemal light polypeptide 4		75.5		Yes		No		0.1769		unclassified		unclassified

		1.89		206393_at		TNNI2		troponin I type 2 (skeletal, fast)		This gene encodes a fast-twitch skeletal muscle protein, a member of the troponin I gene family, and a component of the troponin complex including troponin T, troponin C and troponin I subunits. The troponin complex, along with tropomyosin, is responsible		troponin I fast-twitch isoform troponin I skeletal fast troponin I, skeletal, fast		54.9		Yes		Yes		0.2885		Basal		unclassified

		1.89		212831_at		EGFL5		multiple EGF-like-domains 9				MEGF9 EGF-like-domain multiple 5 MEGF9 EGF-like-domain, multiple 5		42.1		Yes		Yes		0.1707		unclassified		unclassified

		1.89		221061_at		PKD2L1		polycystic kidney disease 2-like 1		This gene encodes a member of the polycystin protein family. The encoded protein contains multiple transmembrane domains, and cytoplasmic N- and C-termini. The protein may be an integral membrane protein involved in cell-cell/matrix interactions. This pro		wq47g10.x1 polycystic kidney disease 2-like 1		116.4		Yes		No		0.1503		unclassified		unclassified

		1.88		214475_x_at		CAPN3		calpain 3, (p94)		Calpain, a heterodimer consisting of a large and a small subunit, is a major intracellular protease, although its function has not been well established. This gene encodes a muscle-specific member of the calpain large subunit family that specifically bind		skeletal muscle-specific calpain calpain 3 (CAPN3) alternatively splicedd calpain 3 (p94)		68.9		Yes		Yes		-0.2714		Prolif		unclassified

		1.88		205164_at		GCAT		glycine C-acetyltransferase (2-amino-3-ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase)		The degradation of L-threonine to glycine consists of a two-step biochemical pathway involving the enzymes L-threonine dehydrogenase and 2-amino-3-ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase. L-Threonine is first converted into 2-amino-3-ketobutyrate by L-threonine de		"DNA sequence from clone 466N1 on chromosome 22q12-13 Contains H1F0(H1 histone family member 0) gene 2-amino-3-ketobutyrate -CoA ligase( nuclear gene encoding mitochondrial protein) GALR3 (galanin receptor) gene ESTs GSSs and glycine C-acetyltransferase (2-amino-3-ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase) galanin receptor 3 HTG; alcohol dehydrogenase; ANK3; ankyrin; CpG island; FAT-3; galanin receptor; GALR3; GCAT; H1F0; histone; HSPC021; HSPC025 match: proteins: Sw:P07305 Sw:P10922 Sw:P43278 Sw:O15534 glycine C-acetyltransferase (2-amino-3-ketobutyrate-CoA ligase)"		56.9		Yes		Yes		-0.2605		MHC2		unclassified

		1.88		214188_at		HIS1				Expression of this gene is induced by hexamethylene-bis-acetamide in vascular smooth muscle cells. This gene has no introns. (provided by RefSeq)		we25b03.x1 HMBA-inducible		78.2		Yes		No		-0.1304		unclassified		unclassified

		1.88		212009_s_at		STIP1		stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1		STIP1 is an adaptor protein that coordinates the functions of HSP70 (see HSPA1A; MIM 140550) and HSP90 (see HSP90AA1; MIM 140571) in protein folding. It is thought to assist in the transfer of proteins from HSP70 to HSP90 by binding both HSP90 and substrate-bound HSP70. STIP1 also stimulates the ATPase activity of HSP70 and inhibits the ATPase activity of HSP90, suggesting that it regulates both the conformations and ATPase cycles of these chaperones (Song and Masison, 2005 (PubMed 16100115)).(supplied by OMIM)		HUMIEF transformation-sensitive protein (IEF SSP 3521) stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 (Hsp70Hsp90-organizing protein) stress-induced-phosphoprotein 1 (Hsp70/Hsp90-organizing protein) transformation-sensitive protein		170		No		No		0.2652		B.Cell		unclassified

		1.88		216626_at		- - -						DKFZp566C0224 Zp566C0224		46.6		Yes		Yes		-0.1257		unclassified		unclassified

		1.87		214008_at		PTK9		CDNA FLJ52233 complete cds, highly similar to Twinfilin-1		This gene encodes twinfilin, an actin monomer-binding protein conserved from yeast to mammals. Studies of the mouse counterpart suggest that this protein may be an actin monomer-binding protein, and its localization to cortical G-actin-rich structures may		HSU02680 protein tyrosine kinase protein tyrosine kinase 9 protein tyrosine kinase		63.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1980		unclassified		unclassified

		1.87		202533_s_at		DHFR		dihydrofolate reductase		Dihydrofolate reductase converts dihydrofolate into tetrahydrofolate, a methyl group shuttle required for the de novo synthesis of purines, thymidylic acid, and certain amino acids. While the functional dihydrofolate reductase gene has been mapped to chro		"HUMFOL5 dihydrofolate reductase gene exon 6 and 3'' flank dihydrofolate reductase clone MGC:31 dihydrofolate reductase; reductase dihydrofolate reductase (EC 1.5.1.3) dihydrofolate reductase"		103		Yes		No		0.3523		Prolif		Prolif

		1.87		214228_x_at		TNFRSF4		tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 4		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the TNF-receptor superfamily. This receptor has been shown to activate NF-kappaB through its interaction with adaptor proteins TRAF2 and TRAF5. Knockout studies in mice suggested that this receptor promotes		"OX40 cell surface antigen [ 1034 nt] tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 4 cell surface antigen; This sequence comes from Fig. 3A OX40 tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 4"		100		Yes		No		0.4664		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.87		220624_s_at		ELF5		E74-like factor 5 (ets domain transcription factor)		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of an epithelium-specific subclass of the Ets transcritpion factor family. In addition to its role in regulating the later stages of terminal differentiation of keratinocytes, it appears to regulate a number of		E74-like factor 5 (ELF5) E74-like factor 5 (ets domain transcription factor) Ets transcription factor E74-like factor 5		52.1		Yes		Yes		0.5515		Basal		Basal

		1.87		216897_s_at		MGC34648		family with sequence similarity 76, member A				gene from PAC 426I6 gene from PAC 426I6 hypothetical protein		97.3		Yes		No		-0.1402		unclassified		unclassified

		1.87		209278_s_at		TFPI2		tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2				tissue factor pathway inhibitor-2 d tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2		46.1		Yes		Yes		0.2819		T.Cell		unclassified

		1.87		209739_s_at		PNPLA4		patatin-like phospholipase domain containing 4		This gene encodes a member of the patatin-like family of phospholipases. The encoded enzyme has both triacylglycerol lipase and transacylase activities and may be involved in adipocyte triglyceride homeostasis. Alternate splicing results in multiple trans		GS2 GS2 gene a gene isolated from a CpG island between STS and KAL		65.3		Yes		Yes		0.2345		Apocrine		unclassified

		1.87		204560_at		FKBP5		FK506 binding protein 5		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the immunophilin protein family, which play a role in immunoregulation and basic cellular processes involving protein folding and trafficking. This encoded protein is a cis-trans prolyl isomerase that binds		cr14f03.x1 FK506-binding protein 5 EST		132.5		Yes		No		0.2884		Histone		unclassified

		1.86		220141_at		FLJ23554		chromosome 11 open reading frame 63				ow04h11.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ23554 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ23554 fis clone LNG09359		25.3		Yes		Yes		0.3091		Adipocyte		Adipocyte

		1.86		216951_at		FCGR1A		Fc fragment of IgG, high affinity Ia, receptor (CD64)		This gene encodes a protein that plays an important role in the immune response. This protein is a high-affinity Fc-gamma receptor. The gene is one of three related gene family members located on chromosome 1. (provided by RefSeq)		"IgG Fc receptor I gene Fc fragment of IgG high affinity Ia receptor for (CD64) IgG Fc receptor I; high affinity receptor IgG Fc receptor I"		67.7		Yes		Yes		-0.1226		unclassified		unclassified

		1.86		221674_s_at		CHRD		chordin		This gene encodes a secreted protein that dorsalizes early vertebrate embryonic tissues by binding to ventralizing TGF-beta-like bone morphogenetic proteins and sequestering them in latent complexes. The encoded protein may also have roles in organogenesi		clone 23928 sequence chordin variant 1 (CHRD) ds alternatively splice Homo sapiens clone 23928 mRNA sequence		20.8		Yes		Yes		0.1084		unclassified		unclassified

		1.86		220633_s_at		HP1-BP74		heterochromatin protein 1, binding protein 3				DKFZp586J0819_r1 HP1-BP74 EST		207		No		No		-0.1907		unclassified		unclassified

		1.86		215915_at		CED-6		GULP, engulfment adaptor PTB domain containing 1		The prompt clearance of cells undergoing apoptosis is critical during embryonic development, normal tissue turnover, inflammation, and autoimmunity. CED6 is an evolutionarily conserved adaptor protein required for efficient engulfment of apoptotic cells b		DKFZp434N103 (from clone DKFZp434N103) FLJ13606 fis clone PLACE1010579 highly similar to CED-6 protein (CED-6) mRN CED-6 protein		47.4		Yes		Yes		0.1925		unclassified		unclassified

		1.86		206018_at		FOXG1B		forkhead box G1		This gene belongs to the forkhead family of transcription factors which is characterized by a distinct forkhead domain. The specific function of this gene has not yet been determined; however, it may play a role in the development of the brain and telence		HBF-1 transcription factor forkhead box G1B		12.3		Yes		Yes		-0.2148		Apocrine		unclassified

		1.86		217210_at		1422_g_at						DNA sequence from clone 8B22 on chromosome 1p35.1-36.21 Contains gene similar to cytoplasmic dynein light chain 1 GSSs DNA sequence from clone 8B22 on chromosome 1p35.1-36.21 Contains gene similar to cytoplasmic dynein light chain 1 GSSs HTG match: Q15701 dJ8B22.1 (similar to cytoplasmic dynein light chain 1)		26.1		Yes		Yes		0.1101		unclassified		unclassified

		1.85		205639_at		AOAH		acyloxyacyl hydrolase (neutrophil)		This locus encodes both the light and heavy subunits of acyloxyacyl hydrolase. The encoded enzyme catalyzes the hydrolysis of acyloxylacyl-linked fatty acyl chains from bacterial lipopolysaccharides, effectively detoxifying these molecules. The encoded pr		acyloxyacyl hydrolase acyloxyacyl hydrolase (neutrophil) acyloxyacyl hydrolase acyloxyacyl hydrolase precursor		102.8		Yes		No		0.5352		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.85		202067_s_at		LDLR		low density lipoprotein receptor		The low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) gene family consists of cell surface proteins involved in receptor-mediated endocytosis of specific ligands. Low density lipoprotein (LDL) is normally bound at the cell membrane and taken into the cell ending up		"low density lipoprotein receptor gene low density lipoprotein receptor (familial hypercholesterolemia) Alu repeat; low density lipoprotein receptor-1; repeat region low density lipoprotein receptor"		72.7		Yes		Yes		0.1884		unclassified		unclassified

		1.85		206482_at		PTK6		PTK6 protein tyrosine kinase 6		The protein encoded by this gene is a cytoplasmic nonreceptor protein kinase which may function as an intracellular signal transducer in epithelial tissues. Overexpression of this gene in mammary epithelial cells leads to sensitization of the cells to epi		non-receptor type protein tyrosine kinase (PTK6) gene PTK6 protein tyrosine kinase 6 non-receptor type protein tyrosine kinase		16.6		Yes		Yes		0.4711		Apocrine		Apocrine

		1.85		213492_at		COL2A1		collagen, type II, alpha 1		This gene encodes the alpha-1 chain of type II collagen, a fibrillar collagen found in cartilage and the vitreous humor of the eye. Mutations in this gene are associated with achondrogenesis, chondrodysplasia, early onset familial osteoarthritis, SED cong		pro-alpha1 type II collagen (COL2A1) gene exons 1-54 collagen type II alpha 1 (primary osteoarthritis collagen type II alpha 1 (primary osteoarthritis spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenital) alpha-1 type II collagen collagen, type II, alpha 1 (primary osteoarthritis, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, congenital)		27.6		Yes		Yes		0.3980		Basal		Basal

		1.85		201372_s_at		CUL3		cullin 3		CUL3 is a component of a ubiquitin E3 ligase that is essential for mitotic division (Sumara et al., 2007 (PubMed 17543862)).(supplied by OMIM)		KIAA0617 protein cullin 3 cullin 3		31.1		Yes		Yes		-0.1970		unclassified		unclassified

		1.85		213381_at		C10orf72		chromosome 10 open reading frame 72				DKFZp586M2022 (from clone DKFZp586M2022) DKFZp586M2022 Zp586M2022)		106.5		Yes		No		0.4284		Stroma		Stroma

		1.85		204338_s_at		RGS4		regulator of G-protein signaling 4		Regulator of G protein signaling (RGS) family members are regulatory molecules that act as GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) for G alpha subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins. RGS proteins are able to deactivate G protein subunits of the Gi alpha, Go alph		RGP4 regulator of G-protein signalling 4 RGP4		129.2		Yes		No		0.2906		Stroma		unclassified

		1.85		210687_at		CPT1A		carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1A (liver)		The mitochondrial oxidation of long-chain fatty acids is initiated by the sequential action of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (which is located in the outer membrane and is detergent-labile) and carnitine palmitoyltransferase II (which is located in the		te44g10.x1 Similar to carnitine palmitoyltransferase I liver clone MGC:17 ESTs		50.1		Yes		Yes		-0.2433		Basal		unclassified

		1.85		219249_s_at		FKBP10		FK506 binding protein 10, 65 kDa		The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) family. This protein localizes to the endoplasmic reticulum and acts as a molecular chaperone. Alternatively spliced variants encoding different isoform		zd25e07.r1 hypothetical protein FLJ22041 similar to FK506 binding proteins Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ22221 fis clone HRC01651		102.9		Yes		No		0.3506		Stroma		Stroma

		1.85		217624_at		PDAP1		PDGFA associated protein 1				zd92g08.s1 ESTs		89.4		Yes		No		-0.1556		unclassified		unclassified

		1.85		205023_at		RAD51		RAD51 homolog (RecA homolog, E. coli) (S. cerevisiae)		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the RAD51 protein family. RAD51 family members are highly similar to bacterial RecA and Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad51, and are known to be involved in the homologous recombination and repair of DNA. This pr		"HUMRAD51 RAD51 RAD51 (S. cerevisiae) homolog (E coli RecA homolog) RAD51; histone H2A RAD51 RAD51 homolog (RecA homolog, E. coli) (S. cerevisiae)"		51		Yes		Yes		0.3325		Prolif		Prolif

		1.84		220005_at		P2RY13		purinergic receptor P2Y, G-protein coupled, 13		The product of this gene belongs to the family of G-protein coupled receptors. This family has several receptor subtypes with different pharmacological selectivity, which overlaps in some cases, for various adenosine and uridine nucleotides. This receptor		zl40f05.s1 G protein-coupled receptor 86 ESTs		59.6		Yes		Yes		0.5371		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.84		217228_s_at		ASB4		ankyrin repeat and SOCS box-containing 4		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the ankyrin repeat and SOCS box-containing (ASB) family of proteins. They contain ankyrin repeat sequence and SOCS box domain. The SOCS box serves to couple suppressor of cytokine signalling (SOCS) proteins		"BAC clone GS303P24 from 7q21-22 BAC clone GS1-303P24 from 7q21- ASB-4 protein HTG Ankyrin-like; 54% similar to 2022340A (NID:g1092123) in exons spanning 43974 to 11551 of clone. ASB-4 protein ankyrin repeat and SOCS box-containing 4"		57.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1371		unclassified		unclassified

		1.84		219865_at		HSPC157		hypothetical LOC29092 /// similar to HSPC157				yx39g10.s1 HSPC157 protein EST		49.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1199		unclassified		unclassified

		1.84		205476_at		CCL20		chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 20				chemokine exodus-1 small inducible cytokine subfamily A (Cys-Cys) member 20 small inducible cytokine subfamily A (Cys-Cys), member		48.4		Yes		Yes		0.3182		IL8		IL8

		1.84		209052_s_at		WHSC1		Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1		This gene encodes a protein that contains four domains present in other developmental proteins: a PWWP domain, an HMG box, a SET domain, and a PHD-type zinc finger. It is expressed ubiquitously in early development. Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome (WHS) is a mal		wi79b03.x1 Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1		93.8		Yes		No		0.2940		Prolif		unclassified

		1.84		219831_at		CDKL3		cyclin-dependent kinase-like 3		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of cyclin-dependent protein kinase (CDK) family. CDK family members are highly similar to the gene products of Saccharomyces cerevisiae cdc28, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe cdc2, and are known to be important r		we11a03.x1 serine-threonine protein kinase NKIAMRE EST		38		Yes		Yes		-0.1214		unclassified		unclassified

		1.84		215268_at		KIAA0754		hypothetical LOC643314				KIAA0754 protein KIAA0754 protein KIAA0754 protein		202.7		No		No		-0.2013		T.Cell		unclassified

		1.84		200671_s_at		SPTBN1		spectrin, beta, non-erythrocytic 1		Spectrin is an actin crosslinking and molecular scaffold protein that links the plasma membrane to the actin cytoskeleton, and functions in the determination of cell shape, arrangement of transmembrane proteins, and organization of organelles. It is composed of two antiparallel dimers of alpha- and beta- subunits. This gene is one member of a family of beta-spectrin genes. The encoded protein contains an N-terminal actin-binding domain, and 17 spectrin repeats which are involved in dimer formation. Multiple transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene. (provided by RefSeq)		qx51g06.x1 spectrin beta non-erythrocytic 1 spectrin, beta, non-erythrocytic 1		167.4		No		No		-0.1765		unclassified		unclassified

		1.84		207645_s_at		CHD1L		chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 1-like		In response to DNA strand breaks, chromatin adopts a relaxed structure due to the addition of poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) to chromatin proteins by PARP enzymes (see PARP1; MIM 173870), and this relaxation facilitates the repair of DNA damage. CHD1L interacts w		chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 1-like chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein		114.5		Yes		No		0.2172		Histone		unclassified

		1.84		218609_s_at		NUDT2		nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 2		This gene encodes a member of the MutT family of nucleotide pyrophosphatases, a subset of the larger NUDIX hydrolase family. The gene product possesses a modification of the MutT sequence motif found in certain nucleotide pyrophosphatases. The enzyme asym		wg87d08.x1 nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 2		125.2		Yes		No		0.2488		IFN		unclassified

		1.84		221602_s_at		TOSO		Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule 3				"anti-Fas-induced apoptosis (TOSO) anti-Fas-induced apoptosis (TOSO) d regulator of Fas-induced apoptosis transmembrane protein; Ig superfamily member anti-Fas-induced apoptosis"		76		Yes		No		0.6848		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.83		200835_s_at		MAP4		microtubule-associated protein 4		The protein encoded by this gene is a major non-neuronal microtubule-associated protein. This protein contains a domain similar to the microtubule-binding domains of neuronal microtubule-associated protein (MAP2) and microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT/TAU). This protein promotes microtubule assembly, and has been shown to counteract destabilization of interphase microtubule catastrophe promotion. Cyclin B was found to interact with this protein, which targets cell division cycle 2 (CDC2) kinase to microtubules. The phosphorylation of this protein affects microtubule properties and cell cycle progression. Multiple transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene. (provided by RefSeq)		"HUMMAP4 microtubule-associated protein 4 microtubule-associated protein 4 microtubule-associated protein MAP 4; putative microtubule-associated protein 4"		170.4		No		No		-0.2975		Stroma		unclassified

		1.83		220567_at		ZNFN1A2		IKAROS family zinc finger 2 (Helios)		This gene encodes a member of the Ikaros family of zinc-finger proteins. Three members of this protein family (Ikaros, Aiolos and Helios) are hematopoietic-specific transcription factors involved in the regulation of lymphocyte development. This protein f		zinc finger DNA binding protein Helios zinc finger protein, subfamily 1A, 2 (Helios)		52.9		Yes		Yes		0.1208		unclassified		unclassified

		1.83		203490_at		ELF4		E74-like factor 4 (ets domain transcription factor)		The protein encoded by this gene is a transcriptional activator that binds and activates the promoters of the CSF2, IL3, IL8, and PRF1 genes. The encoded protein is involved in natural killer cell development and function, innate immunity, and induction o		myeloid elf-1 like factor (MEF) E74-like factor 4 (ets domain transcription factor) myeloid elf-1 like factor		26.3		Yes		Yes		0.3198		IFN		IFN

		1.83		219247_s_at		ZDHHC14		zinc finger, DHHC-type containing 14				zw78f06.r1 hypothetical protein FLJ20984 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ20984 fis clone CAE00871 EST		40.5		Yes		Yes		-0.1699		unclassified		unclassified

		1.83		221232_s_at		ANKRD2		ankyrin repeat domain 2 (stretch responsive muscle)		ANKRD2 belongs to the conserved muscle ankyrin repeat protein (MARP) family. Expression of MARPs is induced in response to physiologic stress, injury, and hypertrophy (Miller et al., 2003 (PubMed 14583192)).(supplied by OMIM)		wx22c10.x1 for skeletal muscle ankyrin protein ESTs Weakly similar to A57291 cytokine inducible nuclear protein C193 - human  [H.sapiens] EST		117		Yes		No		-0.1254		unclassified		unclassified

		1.83		219328_at		DDX31		DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 31		DEAD box proteins, characterized by the conserved motif Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp (DEAD), are putative RNA helicases. They are implicated in a number of cellular processes involving alteration of RNA secondary structure such as translation initiation, nuclear and m		zk86d04.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ13633 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ23349 fis clone HEP13913 EST		106		Yes		No		-0.2043		Apocrine		unclassified

		1.82		204081_at		NRGN		neurogranin (protein kinase C substrate, RC3)		Neurogranin (NRGN) is the human homolog of the neuron-specific rat RC3/neurogranin gene. This gene encodes a postsynaptic protein kinase substrate that binds calmodulin in the absence of calcium. The NRGN gene contains four exons and three introns. The ex		"NRGN gene exons 2 3 & 4 (joined CDS) neurogranin (protein kinase C substrate RC3) neurogranin; NRGN gene neurogranin neurogranin (protein kinase C substrate, RC3)"		94.1		Yes		No		0.1770		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		1320_at		PTPN21		protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 21		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) family. PTPs are known to be signaling molecules that regulate a variety of cellular processes including cell growth, differentiation, mitotic cycle, and oncogenic tran		protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 21		53.6		Yes		Yes		0.1902		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		204938_s_at		PLN		phospholamban		The protein encoded by this gene is found as a pentamer and is a major substrate for the cAMP-dependent protein kinase in cardiac muscle. The encoded protein is an inhibitor of cardiac muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca(2+)-ATPase in the unphosphorylated st		UI-H-BI0-aab-g-05-0-UI.s1 phospholamban d ESTs		59.4		Yes		Yes		0.4678		Stroma		Stroma

		1.82		207021_at		ZPBP		zona pellucida binding protein		ZPBP is one of several proteins that are thought to participate in secondary binding between acrosome-reacted sperm and the egg-specific extracellular matrix, the zona pellucida (McLeskey et al., 1998 (PubMed 9378618)).(supplied by OMIM)		"zona-pellucida-binding protein (sp38) zona pellucida binding protein sp38; spermatogenesis; zona-pellucida-binding protein zona-pellucida-binding protein (sp38)"		37.5		Yes		Yes		0.1592		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		210294_at		TAPBP		TAP binding protein (tapasin)		This gene encodes a transmembrane glycoprotein which mediates interaction between newly assembled major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules and the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP), which is required for the transport of		wt80a02.x1 tapasinas (tapasin) alternatively splicedd TAP binding protein (tapasin)		80.6		Yes		No		0.1914		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		209905_at		HOXA9		homeobox A9		In vertebrates, the genes encoding the class of transcription factors called homeobox genes are found in clusters named A, B, C, and D on four separate chromosomes. Expression of these proteins is spatially and temporally regulated during embryonic develo		"class I homeoprotein (HOXA9) homeo box A9 fusion partner with nucleoporin NUP98 in acute myeloid leukaemia t(7;11)(p15;p15) translocation.homeobox gene in HOXA gene cluster; class I homeoprotein homeo box A9"		41.1		Yes		Yes		0.8083		HOX		HOX

		1.82		205557_at		BPI		bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein		This gene encodes a lipopolysaccharide binding protein. It is associated with human neutrophil granules and has bactericidal activity on gram-negative organisms. (provided by RefSeq)		"bactericidal permeability increasing protein (BPI) bactericidalpermeability-increasing proteinprecursor bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein bactericidal permeability increasing protein; bactericidal protein bactericidal permeability increasing protein (BPI) precursor bactericidal/permeability-increasing protein precursor"		34.9		Yes		Yes		0.2319		Prolif		unclassified

		1.82		204379_s_at		FGFR3		fibroblast growth factor receptor 3		This gene encodes a member of the fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) family, with its amino acid sequence being highly conserved between members and among divergent species. FGFR family members differ from one another in their ligand affinities and		novel growth factor receptor3 cds fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (achondroplasia thanatophoric dwarfism) (FGFR3) transcript variant fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (achondroplasia thanatophoric dwarfism) growth factor receptor growth factor receptor fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (achondroplasia, thanatophoric dwarfism)		29.6		Yes		Yes		0.2243		Basal		unclassified

		1.82		214216_s_at		KIAA0217		La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 5				KIAA0217 gene KIAA0217 protein KIAA0217 no similarities to reported gene products		151.5		No		No		-0.3013		HOX		HOX

		1.82		210834_s_at		PTGER3		prostaglandin E receptor 3 (subtype EP3)		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the G-protein coupled receptor family. This protein is one of four receptors identified for prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). This receptor may have many biological functions, which involve digestion, nervous system,		"DNAprostaglandin E receptor EP3 subtype for prostaglandin E receotor EP3 subtype 2 isoformd alternative splicing; prostaglandin EP3 receptor subtype; EP3-I; EP3f; EP3e; EP3-VI; EP3-V; EP3-IV; EP3-III; EP3-II; EP3-1 EP3-IV prostaglandin E receptor 3 (subtype EP3)"		45.6		Yes		Yes		-0.1319		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		203902_at		HEPH		hephaestin		The protein encoded by this gene is similar to an iron transport protein found in mouse. The mouse protein is similar to ceruloplasmin, a serum multi-copper ferroxidase, and is thought to be a membrane-bound protein responsible for transport of dietary ir		KIAA0698 protein hephaestin HG00360 cDNA clone for KIAA0698 has a 2509-bp insertion at position 2933 of the sequence of KIAA0698. KIAA0698 gene product		52.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1542		unclassified		unclassified

		1.82		210379_s_at		TLK1		tousled-like kinase 1		The Tousled-like kinases, first described in Arabidopsis, are nuclear serine/threonine kinases that are potentially involved in the regulation of chromatin assembly.(supplied by OMIM)		"KIAA0137 gene tousled-like kinase 1 (TLK1) d tousled-like kinase 1 KIAA0137 protein Start codon is not identified. ha02915 cDNA clone for KIAA0137 has a 1-bp insertion between 359-360, a 262-bp insertion between 363-364, and a 69-bp insertion between 436-437 of the sequence of KIAA0137.; The KIAA0137 gene product is related to Arabidopsi KIAA0137 protein"		97.3		Yes		No		-0.1892		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		214465_at		ORM2		orosomucoid 1 /// orosomucoid 2		This gene encodes a key acute phase plasma protein. Because of its increase due to acute inflammation, this protein is classified as an acute-phase reactant. The specific function of this protein has not yet been determined; however, it may be involved in		orosomucoid 2		39		Yes		Yes		0.2420		IFN		unclassified

		1.81		204553_x_at		INPP4A		inositol polyphosphate-4-phosphatase, type I, 107kDa		This gene encodes an Mg++ independent enzyme that hydrolyzes the 4-position phosphate from the inositol ring of phosphatidylinositol 3,4-bisphosphate, inositol 1,3,4-trisphosphate, and inositol 3,4-bisphosphate. Multiple transcript variants encoding disti		inositol polyphosphate 4-phosphatase inositol polyphosphate-4-phosphatase type I 107kD (INPP4A) transcript variant inositol polyphosphate-4-phosphatase type I 107kD inositol polyphosphate 4-phosphatase inositol polyphosphate-4-phosphatase, type I, 107kD		97.9		Yes		No		0.2937		Prolif		unclassified

		1.81		207706_at		USH2A		Usher syndrome 2A (autosomal recessive, mild)		This gene encodes a protein that contains laminin EGF motifs, a pentaxin domain, and many fibronectin type III motifs. The protein is found in the basement membrane, and may be important in development and homeostasis of the inner ear and retina. Mutation		Usher syndrome type IIa protein (USH2A) Usher syndrome 2A (autosomal recessive mild) putative extracellular matrix component or cell adhesion molecule Usher syndrome type IIa protein Usher syndrome 2A (autosomal recessive, mild)		17.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1162		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		220055_at		ZNF287		zinc finger protein 287		This gene encodes a member of the krueppel family of zinc finger proteins, suggesting a role as a transcription factor. Its specific function has not been determined. This gene is located near the Smith-Magenis syndrome region on chromosome 17. (provided		yc77b02.s1 zinc finger protein ZNF287 zinc finger protein 287		61.3		Yes		Yes		-0.1832		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		220832_at		TLR8		toll-like receptor 8		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the Toll-like receptor (TLR) family which plays a fundamental role in pathogen recognition and activation of innate immunity. TLRs are highly conserved from Drosophila to humans and share structural and func		Toll-like receptor 8 toll-like receptor 8		117.2		Yes		No		0.4839		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.81		215807_s_at		PLXNB1		plexin B1				KIAA0407 plexin B1 KIAA0407		127.4		Yes		No		-0.2816		T.Cell		unclassified

		1.81		201869_s_at		TBL1X		transducin (beta)-like 1X-linked		The protein encoded by this gene has sequence similarity with members of the WD40 repeat-containing protein family. The WD40 group is a large family of proteins, which appear to have a regulatory function. It is believed that the WD40 repeats mediate prot		zl39b08.s1 transducin (beta)-like 1 EST		98.3		Yes		No		-0.1834		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		211844_s_at		NRP2		neuropilin 2				neuropilin-2(a0) neuropilin-2(a0) d neuropilin 2 neuropilin-2(a0)		90.7		Yes		No		0.1718		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		210932_s_at		RNF6		ring finger protein (C3H2C3 type) 6		The protein encoded by this gene contains a RING-H2 finger motif. Deletions and mutations in this gene were detected in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), suggesting that this protein may be a potential tumor suppressor. Studies of the mouse counterpart suggested a role of this protein in the transcription regulation that controls germinal differentiation. Multiple alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding the same protein are observed. (provided by RefSeq)		"RING-H2 protein RNF6 alternative exon 1a RNF6 protein (RNF6) ds alternatively splice ring finger protein (C3H2C3 type) 6 Ring-H2 protein RNF6; RNF6 gene ring finger protein (C3H2C3 type) 6"		140.1		No		No		0.1597		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		209942_x_at		MAGEA3		melanoma antigen family A, 3		This gene is a member of the MAGEA gene family. The members of this family encode proteins with 50 to 80% sequence identity to each other. The promoters and first exons of the MAGEA genes show considerable variability, suggesting that the existence of thi		MAGE-6 antigen (MAGE6) gene melanoma antigen family A 3 clone MGC:85 melanoma antigen family A 6 MAGE-6 antigen melanoma antigen, family A, 3		42.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1002		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		219730_at		MED18		hypothetical protein LOC100133916 /// mediator complex subunit 18		MED18 is a component of the Mediator complex, which is a coactivator for DNA-binding factors that activate transcription via RNA polymerase II (Sato et al., 2003 (PubMed 12584197)).(supplied by OMIM)		wl79c09.x1 hypothetical protein FLJ20045 EST		111.9		Yes		No		0.2741		Prolif		unclassified

		1.81		214521_at		HES2		hairy and enhancer of split 2 (Drosophila)				"dJ202O8.2.1 (ortholog of rodent HES2 (Hairy and Enhacer of Split 2) (isoform 1)) hairy and enhancer of split (Drosophila) homolog 2 HTG; Acyl Coenzyme A Thioester Hydrolase; Ank repeat; Brain Acyl-CoA Hydrolase; CpG Island; Enhacer of Split; Espin; Hairy; HBACH; HES2 match: proteins: Tr:Q63618 Tr:Q24341 Tr:O89019 Sw:Q01484 Tr:Q17343 Sw:Q01485 Tr:Q25338 Tr:Q92625 dJ202O8.1 (novel rat Espin LIKE protein containing Ank repeats)"		57.8		Yes		Yes		0.1524		unclassified		unclassified

		1.81		219208_at		FBXO11		F-box protein 11		This gene encodes a member of the F-box protein family which is characterized by an approximately 40 amino acid motif, the F-box. The F-box proteins constitute one of the four subunits of ubiquitin protein ligase complex called SCFs (SKP1-cullin-F-box), w		ng39g11.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ12673 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ12673 fis clone NT2RM4002344		43.3		Yes		Yes		0.3117		Prolif		Prolif

		1.81		222274_at		FLJ31568		zinc finger, DHHC-type containing 8 pseudogene				wn84b08.x1 ESTs Weakly similar to ALU4_ ALU SUBFAMILY SB2 SEQUENCE CONTAMINATION WARNING ENTRY accessory proteins BAP31/BAP29		49.2		Yes		Yes		-0.2071		MHC2		unclassified

		1.81		220848_x_at		OBP2A		odorant binding protein 2A		This gene encodes a small extracellular protein belonging to the lipocalin superfamily. The protein is thought to transport small, hydrophobic, volatile molecules or odorants through the nasal mucus to olfactory receptors, and may also function as a scave		on61e03.s1 odorant-binding protein 2A odorant-binding protein 2B EST		18.8		Yes		Yes		0.2065		Prolif		unclassified

		1.80		205808_at		ASPH		aspartate beta-hydroxylase		This gene is thought to play an important role in calcium homeostasis. The gene is expressed from two promoters and undergoes extensive alternative splicing. The encoded set of proteins share varying amounts of overlap near their N-termini but have substantial variations in their C-terminal domains resulting in distinct functional properties. The longest isoforms (a and f) include a C-terminal Aspartyl/Asparaginyl beta-hydroxylase domain that hydroxylates aspartic acid or asparagine residues in the epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domains of some proteins, including protein C, coagulation factors VII, IX, and X, and the complement factors C1R and C1S. Other isoforms differ primarily in the C-terminal sequence and lack the hydroxylase domain, and some have been localized to the endoplasmic and sarcoplasmic reticulum. Some of these isoforms are found in complexes with calsequestrin, triadin, and the ryanodine receptor, and have been shown to regulate calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Some isoforms have been implicated in metastasis. (provided by RefSeq)		aspartyl beta-hydroxylase aspartate beta-hydroxylase aspartate beta-hydroxylase		160.2		No		No		0.2250		Histone		unclassified

		1.80		216303_s_at		MTMR1		myotubularin related protein 1		This gene encodes a member of the myotubularin related family of proteins. Members of this family contain the consensus sequence for the active site of protein tyrosine phosphatases. Alternatively spliced variants have been described but their biological		FLJ13389 fis clone PLACE1001171 moderately similar to MYOTUBULARIN		47.2		Yes		Yes		0.0976		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		217246_s_at		DIAPH2		diaphanous homolog 2 (Drosophila)		The product of this gene belongs to the diaphanous subfamily of the formin homology family of proteins. This gene may play a role in the development and normal function of the ovaries. Defects in this gene have been linked to premature ovarian failure 2.		early lymphoid activation protein (EPAG) sequence early lymphoid activation protein (EPAG) sequenc early lymphoid activation protein lymphocyte activation early lymphoid activation protein		69.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1151		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		204961_s_at		NCF1		similar to Neutrophil cytosol factor 1 (NCF-1) (Neutrophil NADPH oxidase factor 1) (47 kDa neutrophil oxidase factor) (p47-phox) (NCF-47K) (47 kDa autosomal chronic granulomatous disease protein) (NOXO2) /// neutrophil cytosolic factor 1 /// neutrophil cy		The protein encoded by this gene is a 47 kDa cytosolic subunit of neutrophil NADPH oxidase. This oxidase is a multicomponent enzyme that is activated to produce superoxide anion. Mutations in this gene have been associated with chronic granulomatous disea		47-kD autosomal chronic granulomatous disease protein neutrophil cytosolic factor 1 (47kD chronic granulomatous disease autosomal 1) neutrophil cytosolic factor 1 (47kD, chronic granulomatous		52.6		Yes		Yes		0.7521		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.80		217155_at		- - -						DNA sequence from clone 181J22 on chromosome 11p13. Contains an RPL34 (60S Ribosomal protein L34) pseudogene ESTs and GS		109.8		Yes		No		-0.1499		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		209462_at		APLP1		amyloid beta (A4) precursor-like protein 1		This gene encodes a member of the highly conserved amyloid precursor protein gene family. The encoded protein is a membrane-associated glycoprotein that is cleaved by secretases in a manner similar to amyloid beta A4 precursor protein cleavage. This cleav		amyloid precursor-like protein 1 amyloid precursor-like protein 1 d amyloid beta (A4) precursor-like protein 1 amyloid precursor-like protein 1		66.6		Yes		Yes		0.3068		Prolif		Prolif

		1.80		220085_at		HELLS		helicase, lymphoid-specific		This gene encodes a lymphoid-specific helicase. Other helicases function in processes involving DNA strand separation, including replication, repair, recombination, and transcription. This protein is thought to be involved with cellular proliferation and		yd73f11.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ10339		81		Yes		No		0.4490		Prolif		Prolif

		1.80		221450_x_at		PCDHB13		protocadherin beta 13		This gene is a member of the protocadherin beta gene cluster, one of three related gene clusters tandemly linked on chromosome five. The gene clusters demonstrate an unusual genomic organization similar to that of B-cell and T-cell receptor gene clusters.		aa43d05.s1 protocadherin beta 13		106.4		Yes		No		0.1490		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		220302_at		MAK		male germ cell-associated kinase		The product of this gene is a serine/threonine protein kinase related to kinases involved in cell cycle regulation. It is expressed almost exclusively in the testis, primarily in germ cells. Studies of the mouse and rat homologs have localized the kinase		zf65a10.s1 male germ cell-associated kinase		90		Yes		No		0.2176		Apocrine		unclassified

		1.80		216134_at		KIAA1013		FERM domain containing 4B				FLJ20237 fis clone COLF5879 highly similar to AB023230 for KIAA1013 protein		52.8		Yes		Yes		0.1650		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		213915_at		NKG7		natural killer cell group 7 sequence				granulocyte colony-stimulating factor induced gene [ CML patient bone marrow mononuclear cells 833 nt] natural killer cell group 7 sequence This sequence comes from Fig. 3 natural killer cell group 7 sequence		66.4		Yes		Yes		0.7554		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.80		210184_at		ITGAX		integrin, alpha X (complement component 3 receptor 4 subunit)		This gene encodes the integrin alpha X chain protein. Integrins are heterodimeric integral membrane proteins composed of an alpha chain and a beta chain. This protein combines with the beta 2 chain (ITGB2) to form a leukocyte-specific integrin referred to		leukocyte adhesion glycoprotein p150 95 leukocyte adhesion glycoprotein p150 95 d integrin alpha X (antigen CD11C (p150) alpha polypeptide) leukocyte adhesion glycoprotein integrin alpha X precursor integrin, alpha X (antigen CD11C (p150), alpha polypeptide)		50.3		Yes		Yes		0.4276		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.80		214390_s_at		BCAT1		branched chain aminotransferase 1, cytosolic		This gene encodes the cytosolic form of the enzyme branched-chain amino acid transaminase. This enzyme catalyzes the reversible transamination of branched-chain alpha-keto acids to branched-chain L-amino acids essential for cell growth. Two different clin		ECA39 branched chain aminotransferase 1 cytosolic		118.4		Yes		No		-0.3133		CLDN3		CLDN3

		1.80		34471_at		MYH8		myosin, heavy chain 8, skeletal muscle, perinatal		Myosins are actin-based motor proteins that function in the generation of mechanical force in eukaryotic cells. Muscle myosins are heterohexamers composed of 2 myosin heavy chains and 2 pairs of nonidentical myosin light chains. This gene encodes a member		perinatal myosin heavy chain perinatal myosin heavy chain myosin heavy polypeptide 8 skeletal muscle perinatal perinatal myosin heavy chain myosin, heavy polypeptide 8, skeletal muscle, perinatal		66.4		Yes		Yes		0.1316		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		202885_s_at		PPP2R1B		protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), regulatory subunit A, beta isoform		This gene encodes a constant regulatory subunit of protein phosphatase 2. Protein phosphatase 2 is one of the four major Ser/Thr phosphatases, and it is implicated in the negative control of cell growth and division. It consists of a common heteromeric co		yl61h11.s1 protein phosphatase 2A regulatory subunit A beta isoform (PPP2R1B) d ESTs protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), regulatory subunit		36.1		Yes		Yes		-0.1239		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		206804_at		CD3G		CD3g molecule, gamma (CD3-TCR complex)		The protein encoded by this gene is the CD3-gamma polypeptide, which together with CD3-epsilon, -delta and -zeta, and the T-cell receptor alpha/beta and gamma/delta heterodimers, forms the T-cell receptor-CD3 complex. This complex plays an important role		CD3G gene exon 1 (and joined CDS) CD3G antigen gamma polypeptide (TiT3 complex) CD3G antigen, gamma polypeptide (TiT3 complex)		80.6		Yes		No		0.6951		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.80		214612_x_at		MAGEA6		melanoma antigen family A, 2 /// melanoma antigen family A, 2B /// melanoma antigen family A, 3 /// melanoma antigen family A, 6		This gene is a member of the MAGEA gene family. The members of this family encode proteins with 50 to 80% sequence identity to each other. The promoters and first exons of the MAGEA genes show considerable variability, suggesting that the existence of thi		MAGE-12 protein gene MAGE-6 antigen (MAGE6) gene melanoma antigen family A 12 MAGE-12 protein melanoma antigen, family A, 6		19.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1312		unclassified		unclassified

		1.80		216592_at		MAGEC3		melanoma antigen family C, 3		This gene is a member of the MAGEC gene family. The members of this family are not expressed in normal tissues, except for testis, and are expressed in tumors of various histological types. The MAGEC genes are clustered on chromosome Xq26-q27. Two transcr		DNA sequence from PAC 232G24 on chromosome Xq27.1-q27.3. Contains two exons similar to MAGE gene family EST CA repeat STS		41.1		Yes		Yes		-0.1035		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		206521_s_at		GTF2A1		general transcription factor IIA, 1, 19/37kDa				Transcription Factor IIa general transcription factor IIA 1 (37kD and 19kD subunits) general transcription factor IIA, 1 (37kD and 19kD subunits)		96.3		Yes		No		-0.2180		Stroma		unclassified

		1.79		210709_at		- - -		Lipopolysaccharide specific response-67 protein, mRNA sequence				PRO2710 ds		38.4		Yes		Yes		-0.1441		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		205325_at		PHYHIP		phytanoyl-CoA 2-hydroxylase interacting protein				KIAA0273 gene KIAA0273 gene product KIAA0273 KIAA0273 gene product phytanoyl-CoA hydroxylase interacting protein		45.6		Yes		Yes		-0.3177		Prolif		Prolif

		1.79		217188_s_at		C14orf1		chromosome 14 open reading frame 1				43h8 chromosome 14 open reading frame 1		96.9		Yes		No		0.2699		B.Cell		unclassified

		1.79		203785_s_at		DDX28		DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 28		DEAD box proteins, characterized by the conserved motif Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp (DEAD), are putative RNA helicases. They are implicated in a number of cellular processes involving alteration of RNA secondary structure, such as translation initiation, nuclear and		Chromosome 16 BAC clone CIT987SK-A-67A1 nuclear factor of activated T-cells cytoplasmic calcineurin-dependent nuclear factor of activated T-cells cytoplasmic 3 DEAD/H (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp/His) box polypeptide 28		94.7		Yes		No		0.2741		Prolif		unclassified

		1.79		221092_at		ZNFN1A3		IKAROS family zinc finger 3 (Aiolos)		This gene encodes a member of the Ikaros family of zinc-finger proteins. Three members of this protein family (Ikaros, Aiolos and Helios) are hematopoietic-specific transcription factors involved in the regulation of lymphocyte development. This gene prod		zinc finger protein subfamily 1A 3 (Aiolos) zinc finger protein, subfamily 1A, 3 (Aiolos)		55.9		Yes		Yes		0.1790		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		220997_s_at		DIAPH3		diaphanous homolog 3 (Drosophila)				diaphanous (Drosophila homolog) 3 (DKF		49.2		Yes		Yes		-0.1424		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		216463_at		- - -						DKFZp434P2435 Zp434P2435		45		Yes		Yes		0.1442		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		217129_at		- - -						DNA sequence from clone RP1-20N2 on chromosome 6q24. Contains the gene for a novel protein similar to yeast and bacterial cytosine deaminase a possible pseudogene similar to part of Tubulin beta chain the PEX3 gene for peroxisomal biogenesis facto		18.1		Yes		Yes		-0.0854		unclassified		unclassified

		1.79		217507_at		SLC11A1		solute carrier family 11 (proton-coupled divalent metal ion transporters), member 1		This gene is a member of the solute carrier family 11 (proton-coupled divalent metal ion transporters) family and encodes a multi-pass membrane protein. The protein functions as a divalent transition metal (iron and manganese) transporter involved in iron		tu73f03.x1 ESTs Weakly similar to ALUE_ !!!! ALU CLASS E WARNING ENTRY !!! ESTs Weakly similar to ALUE_HUMAN !!!! ALU CLASS E WARNING ENTRY !!!!  [H.sapiens]		63.1		Yes		Yes		0.2038		MHC1		unclassified

		1.78		222189_at		FLJ20294						qy31h06.x1 for KIAA1736 proteind hypothetical protein FLJ20294 EST		40		Yes		Yes		0.1891		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		210551_s_at		ASMT		acetylserotonin O-methyltransferase		This gene belongs to the methyltransferase superfamily, and is located in the pseudoautosomal region (PAR) at the end of the short arms of the X and Y chromosomes. The encoded enzyme catalyzes the final reaction in the synthesis of melatonin, and is abund		hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase (HIOMT) gene promoter A and acetylserotonin O-methyltransferase clone MGC:21 alternatively spliced with exon 7, lacking exon 6 acetylserotonin O-methyltransferase		62.6		Yes		Yes		0.2465		Hemoglobin		unclassified

		1.78		219608_s_at		FBXO38		F-box protein 38				aa35c09.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ13962 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ13962 fis clone Y79AA1001281 EST		156.5		No		No		0.1512		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		215555_at		LOC148936						FLJ13712 fis clone PLACE2000394		64.3		Yes		Yes		-0.1236		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		206795_at		F2RL2		coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor-like 2		Coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor-like 2 (F2RL2) is a member of the large family of 7-transmembrane-region receptors that couple to guanosine-nucleotide-binding proteins. F2RL2 is also a member of the protease-activated receptor family and activat		"protease-activated receptor 3 (PAR3) coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor-like 2precursor coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor-like 2 thrombin receptor; coagulation protease protease-activated receptor 3"		60		Yes		Yes		-0.2209		Basal		unclassified

		1.78		206361_at		GPR44		G protein-coupled receptor 44		This gene encodes a G-protein-coupled receptor that is preferentially expressed in CD4+ effector T helper 2 (Th2) cells. This protein is a prostaglandin D2 receptor that mediates the pro-inflammatory chemotaxis of eosinophils, basophils, and Th2 lymphocyt		CRTH2 G protein-coupled receptor 44 CRTH2		136.2		Yes		No		-0.1781		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		215259_s_at		IGSF4C		cell adhesion molecule 4				chromosome 19 cosmid F22162 chromosome 19 cosmid F22162 plasminogen activator urokinase receptor		59.8		Yes		Yes		0.2412		Basal		unclassified

		1.78		214219_x_at		MAP4K1		mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase kinase 1				HSU66464 hematopoietic progenitor kinase (HPK1) mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase kinase 1 serine/threonine protein kinase hematopoietic progenitor kinase		65.2		Yes		Yes		0.6949		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.78		204468_s_at		TIE1		tyrosine kinase with immunoglobulin-like and EGF-like domains 1				"HSTIEMR tie putative receptor tyrosine kinase tyrosine kinase with immunoglobulin and epidermal growth factor homology domains glycosylated transmembrane protein; tyrosine kinase receptor receptor tyrosine kinase"		128.6		Yes		No		0.5746		Stroma		Stroma

		1.78		217539_at		C18orf25		chromosome 18 open reading frame 25				38000000 ESTs		104		Yes		No		-0.1372		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		220675_s_at		ADPN		patatin-like phospholipase domain containing 3		The protein encoded by this gene is a triacylglycerol lipase that mediates triacylglycerol hydrolysis in adipocytes. The encoded protein, which appears to be membrane bound, may be involved in the balance of energy usage/storage in adipocytes. (provided b		hypothetical protein dJ796I17.1 (		23.9		Yes		Yes		0.1380		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		201283_s_at		OIP106		trafficking protein, kinesin binding 1				DNF1552 (lung) DNF1552 (lung) d N-acylaminoacyl-peptide hydrolase DNF1552 protein DNF1552 protein oxidized protein hydrolase		76.8		Yes		No		-0.1621		unclassified		unclassified

		1.78		205731_s_at		NCOA2		nuclear receptor coactivator 2				"transcriptional intermediary factor 2 nuclear receptor coactivator 2 alternatively spliced; nuclear receptor coactivator; TIF2 gene; transcriptional mediator transcriptional intermediary factor 2"		180.3		No		No		-0.1993		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7777637651		210323_at		TEKT2		tektin 2 (testicular)		This gene product belongs to the tektin family of proteins. Tektins comprise a family of filament-forming proteins that are coassembled with tubulins to form ciliary and flagellar microtubules. This gene is expressed in the testis and its protein is local		testicular tektin B1-like protein for h-TEKTIN-td tektin 2 (testicular) tektin 2 (testicular)		34.9		Yes		Yes		0.2369		Prolif		unclassified

		1.7777045513		221040_at		CAPN10		calpain 10		Calpains are ubiquitous, well-conserved family of calcium-dependent, cysteine proteases. The calpain proteins are heterodimers consisting of an invariant small subunit and variable large subunits. The large catalytic subunit has four domains: domain I, th		ox34f06.s1 calpain 10 (CAPN10) transcript variant ESTs Weakly similar to calpain [H.sapiens] EST		29.7		Yes		Yes		0.1365		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7775893833		216498_at		- - -						DNA sequence from clone RP3-336K20 on chromosome 6 Contains parts of 2 genes for novel proteins ESTs STSs and GSSs		39.7		Yes		Yes		0.0957		unclassified		unclassified

		1.776894095		220789_s_at		TBRG4		transforming growth factor beta regulator 4				DKFZp762F012_r1 cell cycle progression 2 protein Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ21849 fis clone HEP01928		96.7		Yes		No		0.2600		Prolif		unclassified

		1.7764658879		216140_at		- - -						DKFZp434K1126 Zp434K1126		26.7		Yes		Yes		0.0923		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7756861541		AFFX-LysX-M_at		- - -						X17013 B subtilis lys gene for diaminopimelate decarboxylase corresponding to nucleotides 350-1345 of X17013  (-5, -M, -3 represent transcript regions 5 prime, Middle, and 3 prime respectively)		21.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1047		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7756760227		41577_at		PPP1R16B		protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 16B		The protein encoded by this gene is membrane-associated and contains five ankyrin repeats, a protein phosphatase-1-interacting domain, and a carboxy-terminal CAAX box domain. Synthesis of the encoded protein is inhibited by transforming growth factor beta		KIAA0823 protein for KIAA0823 protein KIAA0823 protein protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit		86.5		Yes		No		0.6801		T.Cell		T.Cell

		1.7752658589		208425_s_at		DKFZP564D166		tetratricopeptide repeat, ankyrin repeat and coiled-coil containing 2				DKFZp564D166 (from clone DKFZp564D166) putative ankyrin-repeat containing protein DKFZP564D166 protein genomic DNA hypothetical protein		84.2		Yes		No		0.1724		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7751128917		210289_at		NAT8		N-acetyltransferase 8 (GCN5-related, putative)		This gene, isolated using the differential display method to detect tissue-specific genes, is specifically expressed in kidney and liver. The encoded protein shows amino acid sequence similarity to N-acetyltransferases. A similar protein in Xenopus affect		TSC501 kidney- and liver-specific gene		62.9		Yes		Yes		-0.1305		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7743240202		206205_at		MPHOSPH9		M-phase phosphoprotein 9				oa82f12.s1 hypothetical protein FLJ12954 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ12954 fis clone NT2RP2005491 weakly similar to PARAMYOSIN M-phase phosphoprotein 9		65.4		Yes		Yes		0.3267		Prolif		Prolif

		1.7742863514		221279_at		GDAP1		ganglioside-induced differentiation-associated protein 1		This gene encodes a member of the ganglioside-induced differentiation-associated protein family, which may play a role in a signal transduction pathway during neuronal development. Mutations in this gene have been associated with various forms of Charcot-		ganglioside-induced differentiation-associated protein 1		54		Yes		Yes		0.1371		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7736287721		206641_at		TNFRSF17		tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 17		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the TNF-receptor superfamily. This receptor is preferentially expressed in mature B lymphocytes, and may be important for B cell development and autoimmune response. This receptor has been shown to specifica		geneBCMA peptide tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 17 tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 17		42.8		Yes		Yes		0.7515		B.Cell		B.Cell

		1.7731191689		215312_at		- - -						DNA damage repair and recombination protein RAD52 pseudogene DNA damage repair and recombination protein RAD52 pseudogene ds RAD52		15.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1320		unclassified		unclassified

		1.772880708		210510_s_at		NRP1		neuropilin 1		NRP1 is a membrane-bound coreceptor to a tyrosine kinase receptor for both vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF; MIM 192240) and semaphorin (see SEMA3A; MIM 603961) family members. NRP1 plays versatile roles in angiogenesis, axon guidance, cell surviv		zl09d04.r1 soluble neuropilin-1 d neuropilin 1 EST		81.6		Yes		No		0.4223		Stroma		Stroma

		1.7722498827		220638_s_at		CBLC		Cas-Br-M (murine) ecotropic retroviral transforming sequence c		CBL proteins, such as CBLC, are phosphorylated upon activation of a variety of receptors that signal via protein tyrosine kinases. Through interactions with proteins containing SRC (MIM 190090) homology-2 (SH2) and SH3 domains, CBL proteins modulate downs		we68c03.x1 Cas-Br-M (murine) ectropic retroviral transforming sequence c EST		28.7		Yes		Yes		0.3923		Prolif		Prolif

		1.7709666894		206294_at		HSD3B2		hydroxy-delta-5-steroid dehydrogenase, 3 beta- and steroid delta-isomerase 2		The protein encoded by this gene is a bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes the oxidative conversion of delta(5)-ene-3-beta-hydroxy steroid, and the oxidative conversion of ketosteroids. It plays a crucial role in the biosynthesis of all classes of hormonal		type II 3-beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 5-delta - 4-delta isomerase gene hydroxy-delta-5-steroid dehydrogenase 3 beta- and steroid delta-isomerase 2 3-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase/delta-5-delta-4 isomerase 3-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase/delta-5-delta-4 isomerase type II hydroxy-delta-5-steroid dehydrogenase, 3 beta- and steroid		62.1		Yes		Yes		-0.1607		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7702140317		201610_at		ICMT		isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase		This gene encodes the third of three enzymes that posttranslationally modify isoprenylated C-terminal cysteine residues in certain proteins and target those proteins to the cell membrane. This enzyme localizes to the endoplasmic reticulum. Alternative spl		prenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (PCCMT) isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase		72.5		Yes		Yes		-0.2849		Stroma		unclassified

		1.7701510891		214579_at		DJ462O23.2		NIPA-like domain containing 3				qy56a05.x1 hypothetical protein dJ462O23.2 ( hypothetical protein dJ462O23.2 EST		71.4		Yes		Yes		0.1331		unclassified		unclassified

		1.7700392055		206686_at		PDK1		pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isozyme 1		Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) is a mitochondrial multienzyme complex that catalyzes the oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate and is one of the major enzymes responsible for the regulation of homeostasis of carbohydrate fuels in mammals. The enzymatic acti		"pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoenzyme 1 (PDK1) pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoenzyme 1 (PDK1) nuclear gene encoding mitochondrial prote pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoenzyme 1 isoenzyme 1; pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoenzyme 1 pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isoenzyme 1"		137.4		Yes		No		0.2952		VEGF		unclassified

		1.7680299998		222277_at		- - -		hypothetical protein LOC100133696 /// prostate collagen triple helix				qf52d03.x1 ESTs Weakly similar to CA2B_ COLLAGEN ALPHA 2(XI) CHAIN PRECURSOR accessory proteins BAP31/BAP29		66.8		Yes		Yes		-0.1107		unclassified		unclassified








Supplementary Table S3: 
 
List of 355 Affymetrix probe sets used for 
metagene calculation: 
 
 
 


Metagene 


Affymetrix ProbeSet GeneSymbol 
DatasetBias 
KruskalFindCohort 


IL-8 204470_at CXCL1 14.8 


IL-8 202859_x_at IL8 35.9 


IL-8 211506_s_at IL8 54 


IL-8 209774_x_at CXCL2 18.1 


VEGF 200632_s_at NDRG1 40 


VEGF 210513_s_at VEGF 46.8 


VEGF 211527_x_at VEGF 72.4 


VEGF 210512_s_at VEGF 45.2 


VEGF 212171_x_at VEGF 60.8 


VEGF 202912_at ADM 26.8 


VEGF 221009_s_at ANGPTL4 36.8 


Proliferation 206102_at KIAA0186 50.1 


Proliferation 209172_s_at CENPF 39.5 


Proliferation 203418_at CCNA2 42.7 


Proliferation 204026_s_at ZWINT 42.2 


Proliferation 203213_at CDC2 56.6 


Proliferation 203214_x_at CDC2 47.6 


Proliferation 210559_s_at CDC2 45.6 


Proliferation 204170_s_at CKS2 79.1 


Proliferation 204092_s_at STK6 55 


Proliferation 208079_s_at STK6 38.9 


Proliferation 203362_s_at MAD2L1 43.9 


Proliferation 213226_at CCNA2 59.5 


Proliferation 202095_s_at BIRC5 61.3 


Proliferation 202613_at CTPS 49 


Proliferation 201291_s_at TOP2A 92.1 


Proliferation 201292_at TOP2A 31.5 


Proliferation 222039_at LOC146909 49.7 


Proliferation 204822_at TTK 52.2 


Proliferation 202954_at UBE2C 31.8 


Proliferation 203755_at BUB1B 32.3 


Proliferation 202705_at CCNB2 35.5 


Proliferation 204962_s_at CENPA 65.2 


Proliferation 209642_at BUB1 46.5 


Proliferation 202870_s_at CDC20 44.2 


Proliferation 209408_at KIF2C 46.5 


Proliferation 221520_s_at CDCA8 50.7 


Proliferation 218039_at NUSAP1 24.5 


Proliferation 206364_at KIF14 47.2 


Proliferation 204641_at NEK2 28 


Proliferation 207828_s_at CENPF 43.6 


Proliferation 219918_s_at ASPM 36.8 


Proliferation 204444_at KIF11 45 


Proliferation 218542_at C10orf3 44.5 


Proliferation 213008_at FLJ10719 67.4 


Proliferation 213007_at FLJ10719 43.9 


Proliferation 218009_s_at PRC1 43.3 


Proliferation 210052_s_at TPX2 11.3 


Proliferation 203764_at DLG7 53 


Proliferation 214710_s_at CCNB1 49 


Proliferation 218355_at KIF4A 60 


Proliferation 202580_x_at FOXM1 35.4 


Proliferation 221436_s_at CDCA3 31.2 


Proliferation 218755_at KIF20A 24.8 


Proliferation 218663_at HCAP-G 49.2 


Proliferation 219148_at PBK 51.1 


Proliferation 218585_s_at RAMP 36.8 


Proliferation 218726_at DKFZp762E1312 52.2 


(continued) 


 


 


Metagene Affymetrix ProbeSet GeneSymbol 
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Basal-like 202341_s_at TRIM2 149.9 


Basal-like 202342_s_at TRIM2 46 


Basal-like 215945_s_at TRIM2 65.5 


Basal-like 203074_at ANXA8 26 


Basal-like 202504_at TRIM29 18.4 


Basal-like 211002_s_at TRIM29 19.6 


Basal-like 204268_at S100A2 26.3 


Basal-like 201820_at KRT5 19.5 


Basal-like 204855_at SERPINB5 31.7 


Basal-like 209351_at KRT14 13.2 


Basal-like 205157_s_at KRT17 19 


Basal-like 212236_x_at KRT17 17.1 


Basal-like 209800_at KRT16 42.2 


Basal-like 209126_x_at KRT6B 26.7 


Basal-like 213680_at KRT6B 19.8 


Basal-like 209125_at KRT6A 26.6 


Basal-like 214580_x_at KRT6A 20.1 


Basal-like 1438_at EPHB3 55.6 


Basal-like 204600_at EPHB3 19.3 


Basal-like 218176_at MAGEF1 64.5 


Basal-like 205044_at GABRP 24.8 


Basal-like 202035_s_at SFRP1 70.3 


Basal-like 202036_s_at SFRP1 51.7 


Basal-like 202037_s_at SFRP1 38.2 


Basal-like 209842_at SOX10 33.6 


Basal-like 220425_x_at ROPN1 39.6 


Basal-like 206560_s_at MIA 47.4 


Basal-like 209843_s_at SOX10 64.4 


Basal-like 220624_s_at ELF5 52.1 


Basal-like 220625_s_at ELF5 38.1 


Basal-like 212730_at DMN 33.5 


Basal-like 219615_s_at KCNK5 21.8 


Basal-like 209504_s_at PLEKHB1 25.3 


Basal-like 213260_at FOXC1 26.7 


Basal-like 218963_s_at KRT23 27.2 


Basal-like 205487_s_at VGLL1 25.3 


Basal-like 215729_s_at VGLL1 30.5 


Claudin-CD24 201650_at KRT19 34.3 


Claudin-CD24 201596_x_at KRT18 29.7 


Claudin-CD24 209008_x_at KRT8 20.4 


Claudin-CD24 209016_s_at KRT7 25.7 


Claudin-CD24 205980_s_at ARHGAP8 76 


Claudin-CD24 37117_at ARHGAP8 52.6 


Claudin-CD24 203953_s_at CLDN3 54 


Claudin-CD24 203954_x_at CLDN3 30.8 


Claudin-CD24 201428_at CLDN4 44.2 


Claudin-CD24 201839_s_at TACSTD1 45.1 


Claudin-CD24 218186_at RAB25 16.1 


Claudin-CD24 201510_at ELF3 13.8 


Claudin-CD24 210827_s_at ELF3 46.7 


Claudin-CD24 208650_s_at CD24 48.9 


Claudin-CD24 209772_s_at CD24 47.8 


Claudin-CD24 208651_x_at CD24 40.9 


Claudin-CD24 209771_x_at CD24 71 


Claudin-CD24 216379_x_at CD24 70.1 


Claudin-CD24 266_s_at CD24 48.5 


Apocrine 204941_s_at ALDH3B2 76.4 


Apocrine 204942_s_at ALDH3B2 36.4 


Apocrine 211110_s_at AR 48.6 


Apocrine 211621_at AR 90.5 


Apocrine 209173_at AGR2 39 


Apocrine 207131_x_at GGT1 49.5 


Apocrine 208284_x_at GGT1 46.6 


Apocrine 209919_x_at GGT1 40.9 


Apocrine 211417_x_at GGT1 57.1 


Apocrine 215603_x_at GGT1 73.9 


Apocrine 211416_x_at GGTLA4 81.7 


Apocrine 206463_s_at DHRS2 57.4 


Apocrine 214079_at DHRS2 65.9 


Apocrine 211682_x_at UGT2B28 20.4 


Apocrine 206714_at ALOX15B 69.3 


Apocrine 206509_at PIP 47.3 


Apocrine 204667_at FOXA1 70.6 


Apocrine 218211_s_at MLPH 74.2 


Apocrine 214451_at TFAP2B 42.3 


Apocrine 204607_at HMGCS2 65.2 


Apocrine 214243_s_at SERHL 32.5 


Apocrine 217276_x_at dJ222E13.1 38.5 


Apocrine 217284_x_at dJ222E13.1 53.1 


Apocrine 213441_x_at SPDEF 48.2 


Apocrine 214404_x_at SPDEF 31.9 


Apocrine 220192_x_at SPDEF 22.8 


Apocrine 215686_x_at TFAP2B 30.1 
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Histone 208583_x_at HIST1H2AJ 55.5 


Histone 208523_x_at HIST1H2BI 44.7 


Histone 209398_at HIST1H1C 26.8 


Histone 208180_s_at H4FH 25.2 


Histone 202708_s_at HIST2H2BE 31.4 


Histone 208546_x_at HIST1H2BH 28.2 


Histone 208490_x_at HIST1H2BF 15.8 


Histone 208527_x_at HIST1H2BE 33.1 


Histone 208579_x_at H2BFS 54.9 


Histone 209806_at HIST1H2BK 20.3 


Histone 209911_x_at HIST1H2BD 46.3 


Histone 222067_x_at HIST1H2BD 17.1 


Histone 214290_s_at HIST2H2AA 17.1 


Histone 218280_x_at HIST2H2AA 18.1 


Histone 215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 18 


Histone 210387_at HIST1H2BG 66.7 


Histone 215779_s_at HIST1H2BG 56.5 


Histone 214469_at HIST1H2AE 21.1 


Histone 214455_at H2BFL 25.6 


Adipocyte 203980_at FABP4 21 


Adipocyte 205913_at PLIN 19.2 


Adipocyte 207175_at ADIPOQ 21.9 


Adipocyte 209612_s_at ADH1B 43.5 


Adipocyte 209613_s_at ADH1B 42.6 


Adipocyte 206488_s_at CD36 36.1 


Adipocyte 209555_s_at CD36 24.6 


Adipocyte 209763_at CHRDL1 55.8 


Stroma 202766_s_at FBN1 114.7 


Stroma 207172_s_at CDH11 127.4 


Stroma 207173_x_at CDH11 139.1 


Stroma 200665_s_at SPARC 115.1 


Stroma 202465_at PCOLCE 151.3 


Stroma 201185_at PRSS11 119.3 


Stroma 201069_at MMP2 130.7 


Stroma 202273_at PDGFRB 170.7 


Stroma 204114_at NID2 136 


Stroma 201792_at AEBP1 136.4 


Stroma 201744_s_at LUM 76.5 


Stroma 201438_at COL6A3 153.1 


Stroma 202310_s_at COL1A1 135.5 


Stroma 202403_s_at COL1A2 107.9 


Stroma 202404_s_at COL1A2 100.2 


Stroma 201852_x_at COL3A1 153.7 


Stroma 215076_s_at COL3A1 115.2 


Stroma 211161_s_at COL3A1 106.2 


Stroma 221729_at COL5A2 118.8 


Stroma 221730_at COL5A2 131.2 


Stroma 202311_s_at COL1A1 129.1 


Stroma 203325_s_at COL5A1 109.9 


Stroma 212488_at COL5A1 127.5 


Stroma 212489_at COL5A1 140 


Stroma 210809_s_at POSTN 86.2 


Stroma 212667_at SPARC 106.6 


Stroma 209596_at DKFZp564I1922 99.6 


Stroma 209955_s_at FAP 100 


Stroma 201893_x_at DCN 113.2 


Stroma 211896_s_at DCN 113.1 


Stroma 211813_x_at DCN 133.7 


Stroma 209335_at DCN 90 


Stroma 213001_at ANGPTL2 144.6 


Stroma 213004_at ANGPTL2 133.1 


Stroma 208851_s_at THY1 108.4 


Stroma 213869_x_at THY1 94.2 


Stroma 213909_at LRRC15 84.9 


Stroma 204619_s_at CSPG2 101.6 


Stroma 204620_s_at CSPG2 125.8 


Stroma 221731_x_at CSPG2 97.8 


Stroma 221541_at LCRISP2 111 


Stroma 211571_s_at CSPG2 185 


Stroma 215646_s_at CSPG2 173.6 


Stroma 211719_x_at FN1 113.2 


Stroma 210495_x_at FN1 121.8 


Stroma 216442_x_at FN1 113 


Stroma 212464_s_at FN1 107.1 


IFN 202411_at IFI27 22.2 


IFN 202086_at MX1 27 


IFN 205483_s_at G1P2 27.1 


IFN 203153_at IFIT1 29.8 


IFN 204747_at IFIT3 32.2 


IFN 213797_at RSAD2 44.9 


IFN 204439_at IFI44L 30.8 


IFN 214453_s_at IFI44 26 


IFN 205552_s_at OAS1 62 


IFN 204972_at OAS2 68.8 


IFN 218400_at OAS3 48.7 


IFN 219352_at HERC6 28.3 


IFN 205660_at OASL 28.5 


IFN 210797_s_at OASL 46.5 
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MHC-1 200905_x_at HLA-E 49.9 


MHC-1 217456_x_at HLA-E 66.5 


MHC-1 210514_x_at HLA-G 20.6 


MHC-1 209140_x_at HLA-B 87.1 


MHC-1 208812_x_at HLA-B 79.9 


MHC-1 216526_x_at HLA-C 67.2 


MHC-1 214459_x_at HLA-C 53.7 


MHC-1 211529_x_at HLA-G 19.4 


MHC-1 211528_x_at HLA-G 43 


MHC-1 208729_x_at HLA-B 40.9 


MHC-1 211911_x_at HLA-B 43.3 


MHC-1 217436_x_at HLA-J 42 


MHC-1 204806_x_at HLA-F 21.7 


MHC-1 221875_x_at HLA-F 26.9 


MHC-1 211799_x_at HLA-A 35.8 


MHC-1 213932_x_at HLA-A 60.9 


MHC-1 215313_x_at HLA-A 63.9 


T-Cell 209083_at CORO1A 65.3 


T-Cell 204891_s_at LCK 44.9 


T-Cell 206666_at GZMK 36.2 


T-Cell 201720_s_at LAPTM5 102 


T-Cell 201721_s_at LAPTM5 46 


T-Cell 204912_at IL10RA 24.1 


T-Cell 206150_at TNFRSF7 49.1 


T-Cell 204563_at SELL 63.7 


T-Cell 209670_at TRA@ 41.6 


T-Cell 204118_at CD48 40.3 


T-Cell 205831_at CD2 36.8 


T-Cell 210915_x_at TRBC1 36.9 


T-Cell 213193_x_at TRBC1 39.6 


T-Cell 213539_at CD3D 50.5 


T-Cell 211796_s_at TRBC1 46.9 


T-Cell 211339_s_at ITK 27.4 


T-Cell 203416_at CD53 30.6 


T-Cell 211742_s_at EVI2B 29.4 


T-Cell 212588_at PTPRC 31.2 


T-Cell 209671_x_at TRA@ 72 


T-Cell 210972_x_at TRA@ 71.2 


T-Cell 211902_x_at TRA@ 87.3 


T-Cell 220330_s_at SAMSN1 32.7 


T-Cell 38149_at KIAA0053 42.6 


T-Cell 219014_at PLAC8 27.7 


T-Cell 204661_at CD52 54.7 


T-Cell 34210_at CD52 37.8 


MHC-2 201137_s_at HLA-DPB1 22.2 


MHC-2 203932_at HLA-DMB 38.9 


MHC-2 209619_at CD74 50.4 


MHC-2 204670_x_at HLA-DRB1 27.2 


MHC-2 208306_x_at HLA-DRB1 31.8 


MHC-2 209312_x_at HLA-DRB1 27.1 


MHC-2 215193_x_at HLA-DRB1 29.8 


MHC-2 208894_at HLA-DRA 35.5 


MHC-2 210982_s_at HLA-DRA 48.6 


MHC-2 211991_s_at HLA-DPA1 50.7 


MHC-2 212671_s_at HLA-DQA1 42 


MHC-2 217478_s_at HLA-DMA 35 


MHC-2 212998_x_at HLA-DQB1 48.1 


MHC-2 211654_x_at HLA-DQB1 29.1 


(continued) 
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B-Cell 211639_x_at IGHM 48.5 


B-Cell 211633_x_at IGHG1 65.6 


B-Cell 211641_x_at IGHG1 52.2 


B-Cell 211634_x_at IGHM 45.8 


B-Cell 211635_x_at IGHG3 44.1 


B-Cell 211640_x_at IGHG1 41.1 


B-Cell 211798_x_at IGLJ3 57.6 


B-Cell 211881_x_at IGLJ3 51.5 


B-Cell 211637_x_at LOC388078 51.2 


B-Cell 216491_x_at IGHM 54 


B-Cell 211908_x_at IGHG1 58.8 


B-Cell 211650_x_at IGHG1 46.4 


B-Cell 216510_x_at IGHG1 60.5 


B-Cell 217281_x_at IGHG1 60.3 


B-Cell 211643_x_at IGKC 32.5 


B-Cell 213502_x_at LOC91316 25.6 


B-Cell 211430_s_at IGH@ 21.9 


B-Cell 209138_x_at IGLC2 18.1 


B-Cell 214677_x_at IGL@ 18.1 


B-Cell 215121_x_at IGL@ 21.3 


B-Cell 215379_x_at IGL@ 15 


B-Cell 221651_x_at IGKC 28.2 


B-Cell 221671_x_at IGKC 27 


B-Cell 211644_x_at IGKC 36.9 


B-Cell 214669_x_at LOC440871 19.4 


B-Cell 211645_x_at IGKC 29.4 


B-Cell 215176_x_at IGKC 31.4 


B-Cell 217378_x_at LOC391427 35.1 


B-Cell 217157_x_at IGKC 35.3 


B-Cell 214836_x_at IGKC 20 


B-Cell 216207_x_at IGKV1D-13 27.8 


B-Cell 217480_x_at LOC339562 30.3 


B-Cell 216576_x_at - - - 32.6 


B-Cell 216401_x_at - - - 35.9 


B-Cell 215946_x_at IGLL1 30.5 


B-Cell 214916_x_at IGH@ 46.3 


B-Cell 216557_x_at IGHG1 62.6 


B-Cell 211868_x_at IGHG1 46.5 


B-Cell 216984_x_at IGLJ3 46 


B-Cell 217148_x_at IGLC2 41 


B-Cell 216542_x_at MGC27165 68.6 


B-Cell 214768_x_at IGKC 27.7 


B-Cell 214973_x_at IGHD 54.8 


B-Cell 217235_x_at IGLJ3 44.3 


B-Cell 215949_x_at IGHM 69.1 


B-Cell 214777_at IGKC 39 


B-Cell 217179_x_at IGL@ 26 


Hemoglobin 204419_x_at HBG2 133.7 


Hemoglobin 204848_x_at HBG1 115.9 


Hemoglobin 209116_x_at HBB 164.4 


Hemoglobin 204018_x_at HBA1 158.4 


Hemoglobin 209458_x_at HBA1 154.7 


Hemoglobin 211745_x_at HBA1 150.8 


Hemoglobin 214414_x_at HBA2 152 


Hemoglobin 211696_x_at HBB 155.4 


Hemoglobin 217232_x_at HBB 155.2 


Hemoglobin 217414_x_at HBA2 153.7 


Hemoglobin 211699_x_at HBA1 147.7 


Hemoglobin 213515_x_at HBG2 158.6 


HOXA 206289_at HOXA4 27.4 


HOXA 206847_s_at HOXA7 43.9 


HOXA 209905_at HOXA9 41.1 


HOXA 214651_s_at HOXA9 27.8 


HOXA 213844_at HOXA5 38.2 


HOXA 213147_at HOXA10 30.1 


HOXA 213150_at HOXA10 20.9 


HOXA 213823_at HOXA11 43 


 







Supplementary Table S4: 133 bimodally expressed probe sets and their correlation to 


16 distinct metagenes 


Affy_ID * GeneSymbol Assigned to metagene 
§
 Correlation 


204965_at GC Unclassified -0.083 
217129_at - - - Unclassified -0.085 
216710_x_at ZNF287 Unclassified -0.086 
216140_at - - - Unclassified 0.092 
217450_at IRS3L Unclassified -0.095 
216498_at - - - Unclassified 0.096 
216303_s_at MTMR1 Unclassified 0.098 
209942_x_at MAGEA3 Unclassified -0.100 
216592_at MAGEC3 Unclassified -0.103 
AFFX-LysX-M_at - - - Unclassified -0.105 
221674_s_at CHRD Unclassified 0.108 
217210_at 1422_g_at Unclassified 0.110 
222277_at - - - Unclassified -0.111 
203815_at GSTT1 Unclassified 0.111 
217246_s_at DIAPH2 Unclassified -0.115 
207706_at USH2A Unclassified -0.116 
219865_at HSPC157 Unclassified -0.120 
220567_at ZNFN1A2 Unclassified 0.121 
219831_at CDKL3 Unclassified -0.121 
216951_at FCGR1A Unclassified -0.123 
215555_at LOC148936 Unclassified -0.124 
202885_s_at PPP2R1B Unclassified -0.124 
216626_at - - - Unclassified -0.126 
215315_at ZNF549 Unclassified 0.129 
210289_at NAT8 Unclassified -0.130 
214612_x_at MAGEA6 Unclassified -0.131 
34471_at MYH8 Unclassified 0.132 
210834_s_at PTGER3 Unclassified -0.132 
215312_at - - - Unclassified -0.132 
214579_at DJ462O23.2 Unclassified 0.133 
221040_at CAPN10 Unclassified 0.136 
221279_at GDAP1 Unclassified 0.137 
217228_s_at ASB4 Unclassified -0.137 
220675_s_at ADPN Unclassified 0.138 
215356_at FLJ13072 Unclassified 0.140 
220997_s_at DIAPH3 Unclassified -0.142 
204545_at PEX6 Unclassified 0.144 
210709_at - - - Unclassified -0.144 
216463_at - - - Unclassified 0.144 
202707_at UMPS Unclassified 0.146 
214521_at HES2 Unclassified 0.152 
215846_at - - - Unclassified -0.154 
203902_at HEPH Unclassified -0.154 
207470_at DKFZp566H0824 Unclassified -0.155 
207703_at NLGN4Y Unclassified -0.156 
207021_at ZPBP Unclassified 0.159 
206294_at HSD3B2 Unclassified -0.161 
219589_s_at FLJ10922 Unclassified -0.161 
216134_at KIAA1013 Unclassified 0.165 
219247_s_at ZDHHC14 Unclassified -0.170 
212831_at EGFL5 Unclassified 0.171 
215349_at - - - Unclassified -0.173 
221092_at ZNFN1A3 Unclassified 0.179 
203290_at HLA-DQA1 Unclassified 0.183 
220055_at ZNF287 Unclassified -0.183 
202067_s_at LDLR Unclassified 0.188 
222189_at FLJ20294 Unclassified 0.189 
1320_at PTPN21 Unclassified 0.190 
217339_x_at CTAG1B Unclassified 0.192 
215915_at CED-6 Unclassified 0.192 
210546_x_at CTAG1B Unclassified 0.193 
201372_s_at CUL3 Unclassified -0.197 
214008_at PTK9 Unclassified -0.198 
215733_x_at CTAG2 Unclassified 0.199 


206641_at TNFRSF17 BCell 0.752 
216560_x_at IGLC2 BCell 0.846 
209728_at HLA-DRB4 TCell 0.235 







209278_s_at TFPI2 TCell 0.282 
210184_at ITGAX TCell 0.428 
220005_at P2RY13 TCell 0.537 
214219_x_at MAP4K1 TCell 0.695 
214450_at CTSW TCell 0.723 
204961_s_at NCF1 TCell 0.752 
213915_at NKG7 TCell 0.755 
222274_at FLJ31568 MHC2 -0.207 
205164_at GCAT MHC2 -0.260 
221755_at EHBP1L1 MHC2 0.350 
205918_at SLC4A3 MHC2 -0.356 
213831_at HLA-DQA1 MHC2 0.377 
214465_at ORM2 IFN 0.242 
203490_at ELF4 IFN 0.320 
217507_at SLC11A1 MHC1 0.204 
219136_s_at FLJ12681 MHC1 -0.274 
213201_s_at TNNT1 VEGF 0.285 
221566_s_at NOL3 VEGF 0.293 
206018_at FOXG1B Apocrine -0.215 
209739_s_at PNPLA4 Apocrine 0.234 
206376_at SLC6A15 Apocrine -0.343 
206482_at PTK6 Apocrine 0.471 
214461_at LBP Apocrine 0.488 
217562_at DBCCR1L Apocrine 0.528 
211674_x_at CTAG1B Basal 0.219 
206795_at F2RL2 Basal -0.221 
204379_s_at FGFR3 Basal 0.224 
215259_s_at IGSF4C Basal 0.241 
210687_at CPT1A Basal -0.243 
206393_at TNNI2 Basal 0.289 
220233_at FBXO17 Basal 0.320 
206373_at ZIC1 Basal 0.382 
213492_at COL2A1 Basal 0.398 
213432_at MUC5B Basal 0.399 
210683_at NRTN Basal 0.416 
219545_at KCTD14 Basal 0.465 
220624_s_at ELF5 Basal 0.552 
219415_at TTYH1 Basal 0.552 
221854_at PKP1 Basal 0.577 
209842_at SOX10 Basal 0.684 
205044_at GABRP Basal 0.778 
220848_x_at OBP2A Prolif 0.206 
205557_at BPI Prolif 0.232 
210323_at TEKT2 Prolif 0.237 
214475_x_at CAPN3 Prolif -0.271 
209462_at APLP1 Prolif 0.307 
219208_at FBXO11 Prolif 0.312 
205325_at PHYHIP Prolif -0.318 
206205_at MPHOSPH9 Prolif 0.327 
205023_at RAD51 Prolif 0.332 
220638_s_at CBLC Prolif 0.392 
207961_x_at MYH11 Prolif -0.439 
221909_at FLJ14627 Prolif 0.458 
210551_s_at ASMT Hemoglobin 0.247 
220141_at FLJ23554 Adipocyte 0.309 
207119_at PRKG1 Stroma 0.261 
201610_at ICMT Stroma -0.285 
204938_s_at PLN Stroma 0.468 
219432_at EVC Stroma 0.502 
204307_at KIAA0329 HOX 0.213 
205358_at GRIA2 HOX 0.237 
209905_at HOXA9 HOX 0.808 
209876_at GIT2 CLDN3 -0.235 
219856_at SARG CLDN3 0.332 
219476_at SARG CLDN3 0.413 
205476_at CCL20 IL8 0.318 


* 133 bimodally expressed probesets, which did not display a bias related to the origin of the samples from different datasets (using a 


Kruskal Wallis statistic < 75 as cutoff). The results for an alternative cutoff <140 and for all 222 bimodally expressed probesets are given 


in Supplementary Table S2. 


§ Probesets were assigned to the respective metagene to which they displayed the highest correlation; 64 probe sets (48.1 % of 133) 


showed correlation < 0.2 to any metagene and these were considered as "unclassified". Results for cutoff 0.3 are given in Supplementary 


Table S2. 







Supplementary Table S5: Distribution of clinical characteristics according to MAGE-A and CTAG metagene expression 


 


Parameter  Total 


 


MAGE-A  
metagene 
expression   


CTAG 
metagene 
expression   


(i) 
Neither 
MAGE-A 
nor CTAG 


expression 


(ii) 
Either 


MAGE-A or 
CTAG 


expression 


(iii) 
Both 


MAGE-A 
and CTAG 
expression P-Value 


    
Low High 


P-
Value  Low High 


P-
Value 


     


lymph node 
status 


node negative 240  (77.9%)  175 65   185 55   155 50 35  


 
node positive 68 (22.1%)  56 12 n.s.  60 8 n.s.  52 12 4 n.s. 


Age > 50 158 (51.1%)  112 46   126 32   103 32 23  


 
≤ 50 151 (48.9%)  120 31 n.s.  120 31 n.s.  104 32 15 n.s. 


tumor size ≤ 2 cm 85 (27.5%)  70 15   66 19   58 20 7  


 
> 2 cm 224 (72.5%)  162 62 n.s.  180 44 n.s.  149 44 31 n.s. 


histological 
grading 


G3 227 (73.5%)  166 61   174 53   145 50 32  


 
G1 & G2 82 (26.5%)  63 19 n.s.  72 10 0.037  59 17 6 n.s. 


 







Supplementary Table S6: Multivariate Cox analysis of event free survival according to 


clinical variables and expression of CTAG metagene 


 


Variable   No. of patients§  Hazard Ratio 95% CI P-Value‡  


Lymph node status LNP vs LNN 27 vs 210 2.19 1.12-4.29 0.022  


Age >50 vs ≤50 113 vs 124 0.71 0.45-1.12 0.142  


Tumor size ≤2cm vs >2cm 71 vs 166 0.73 0.44-1. 21 0.23  


Histological grading G3 vs G1&2 166 vs 71 1.03 0.62-1.70 0.91  


CTAG expression High vs Low 48 vs 189 2.32 1.41-3.82 0.001  


§ information on all parameters was available for 237 of the 297 TNBC samples with follow up data. 
‡
 Significant P-Values are given in bold 
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Supplementary Figure S1: Distribution of bimodality index values 


The distribution of the bimodality index values of all 22,283 Affymetrix probesets in the dataset of 


394 triple negative breast cancer samples is shown. The vertical red dashed line delineates the upper 


1 % of 222 probesets  with BI values > 1.768.   
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Supplementary Figure S2: Distribution of Kruskal Wallis statistics as marker for biased 


probesets 


To identify biased probesets whose expression is associated with specific primary datasets the 


standard Kruskal Wallis test was applied. The distribution of the Kruskal Wallis statistics comparing 


the expression of each of the 222 bimodal genes with the dataset vector is shown. A cutoff of 75 was 


derived from the distribution excluding 89 biased probesets. In addition a relaxed cutoff of 140 is also 


shown which excluded only 20 probesets with strongest bias and was used in control experiments.  
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Supplementary Figure S3: Correlation between individual probesets and metagenes for MAGE 


and CTAG. 


Shown are scatter plots comparing the individual probesets and the respective metagenes (means of 


all probesets). In (A) the results for the two probesets for members of the melanoma antigen 


family A (MAGEA3 and MAGEA6) are shown and in (B) the results of the three probesets for CTAG1B 


and the probeset for CTAG2 
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Supplementary Figure S4: Distribution of expression values of the metagenes for MAGE-A, 


MAGE-C3 and CTAG among TNBC samples. 


The distribution of the expression values of the MAGE-A, MAGE-C, and CTAG metagenes in the 


dataset of 394 triple negative breast cancer samples is shown in (A), (B), and (C), respectively. The 


vertical dashed red lines denote the cutoff values used for Kaplan-Meier analyses (0.00, -0.0075, and 


-0.005 in A,B, and C, respectively). 
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Supplementary Figure S5: Selection of 394 TNBC with homogenous microarray data from 


multiple datasets based on dataset comparibility 


Triple negative breast cancers (TNBC, n=579) from 28 datasets were sorted by dataset according to a 


dataset comparability metric (horizontally). Shown are the full array data of normalized Affymetrix 


U133A microarrays. The 15 most comparable datasets encompassing n=394 TNBC samples were 


subsequently used as a homogenous cohort and the remaining 13 datasets (n=185 TNBC samples) 


excluded. 
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Supplementary Figure S6 (continued)


42 probesest assigned to metagenes 
based on correlation >0.3 91 unclassified probesets 


with bimodal expression 
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Supplementary Figure S6 (continued)


110 probesest assigned to metagenes based on 
correlation >0.2 


92 unclassified probesets 


with bimodal expression 
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Supplementary Figure S6 (continued) 


61 probesest assigned to metagenes 
based on correlation >0.3 


141 unclassified probesets 


with bimodal expression 
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Supplementary Figure S6: Stability analysis through different thresholds for correlation to metagenes and dataset bias: 


Correlation matrices of probe sets with bimodal expression and 16 metagenes in TNBC using alternative cutoff values. 


Shown are colour representations of the correlation matrices of probe sets with a bimodal expression (horizontically) and the 16 metagenes for different 


molecular phenotypes in TNBC (vertically). Either the 133 probe sets with bimodal expression from Table 1 were used (A) or those 202 probe sets selected by 


the more relaxed Kruskal-Wallis filter for potential dataset bias (B,C).  In (B) the same minimal cutoff of a correlation >0.2 for assignment of a probe set to a 


metagene as in Figure 2 was used. In (A) and (C) a more stringent cutoff of a correlation >0.3 for assignment was applied resulting in a larger number of 


"unclassified" bimodally expressed probe sets. In all figures probe sets are grouped according to the assigned metagene and sorted according to their 


correlation from left to right in decreasing order. Positive correlation values are represented by magenta and negative correlation values by yellow.   


 







 


 


 
 


Supplementary Figure S7: Expression of MAGE-A, MAGE-C3 and CTAG metagenes in different 


molecular subtypes of breast cancer 


A) The distribution of the expression values of the MAGE-A metagene in different molecular 


subtypes is shown. Samples were either stratified by ER status of the tumor or by molecular 


subtype according to the method of Hugh et al. (J Clin Oncol., 2009; 27:1168) or the centroid 


method using the intrinsic gene set of Hu et al. (BMC Genomics, 2006, 7:96). 


B) The distribution of the expression values of MAGE-C3 in different molecular subtypes is 


shown. Samples were stratified as in (A). 


C) The distribution of the expression values of the CTAG metagene in different molecular 


subtypes is shown. Samples were stratified as in (A). 
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Supplementary Figure S8: Selection of a cutoff for dichotomizing of the B-Cell metagene 


Univariate Cox regression analysis of event free survival was performed in the cohort of n=297 TNBC 


with follow up data using a dichotomized B-Cell metagene. The results of different cutoff values in 


steps of 0.001 are shown. The upper panel shows the number of samples in the two groups 


according to the used cutoff. The middle and lower panels show the P-Value and hazard ratio of the 


respective univariate Cox regression according to the applied cutoff. A cutoff of 0.005 (marked by a 


red arrow) was selected for all subsequent analyses which concurrently displayed (i) a low P-Value 


and (ii) mostly equally sized sample groups. 


 







 


Supplementary Figure S9: Prognostic value of B-Cell metagene expression in TNBC separately 


according expression of the CTAG metagene 


Kaplan-Meier analysis of event free survival of TNBC patients without (A) or with high CTAG 


metagene expression (B), respectively. Samples were stratified according to the expression of the 


B-Cell metagene as a surrogate marker for lymphocyte infiltration. 
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Stability analysis through different thresholds for correlation to metagenes 


and dataset bias 


To analyze the stability of the methods and for sensitivity analysis we also used alternative cutoffs in 


control experiments. Therefore we increased the correlation coefficient threshold to > 0.3 thereby 


increasing the number of "unclassified" probe sets. Using this threshold 91 (68.4 %) of 133 bimodal 


probe sets would be considered uncorrelated or "unclassified" (Supplementary Figure S6A and 


Supplementary Table S2).  


In addition a more relaxed Kruskal-Wallis filter for dataset bias of 140 was derived from the 


distribution of the Kruskal-Wallis statistic as shown in Supplementary Figure S2. This filter excluded 


only 20 of the 222 bimodally expressed probesets with strongest bias (see Supplementary Table S2) 


and was also used in control experiments. We performed similar analyses using the 202 bimodally 


expressed probe sets that were identified using the more relaxed Kruskal-Wallis filter for dataset 


bias. This analysis resulted in 92 and 141 "unclassified" bimodal probe sets corresponding for 


correlation thresholds 0.2 and 0.3, respectively (Supplementary Figures S6B and S6C, and 


Supplementary Table S2). 


 


Definition of cutoff values for dichotomizing of patient cohorts  


In order to plot Kaplan-Meier curves, patients were dichotomized into low or high expression groups. 


Thresholds for CT-X metagenes were derived from their bimodal distribution as shown in 


Supplementary Figure S4. A cutoff for the continous distribution of the B-Cell metagene was 


optimized stepwise (0.001) as shown in Supplementary Figure S8. The cutoff of 0.005 was selected 


which displayed (i) high significance in univariate Cox regression concurrently with (ii) mostly equally 


sized sample groups. 
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Expression of CT-X metagenes among different molecular subtypes of breast 


cancer 


The distribution of the expression values of the MAGE-A, MAGE-C3, and CTAG metagenes in different 


molecular subtypes was analyzed in the complete dataset of 3488 primary breast cancer samples as 


shown in Supplementary Figure S7. Samples were either stratified by ER status of the tumor or by 


molecular subtype according to the method of Hugh et al.A.  


In addition we used the centroid method based on the intrinsic gene set of Hu et al.B. For the 


centroid subtype definition we applied a recently published implementation of different variants of 


this method to assign breast cancer samples to a molecular subtypeC. Detailed information and 


corresponding R-code can be downloaded from the authors of this study at:  


http://rock.icr.ac.uk/collaborations/Mackay/centroid.correlations.Eset/ExpressionSet%20Nearest%2


0Centroid%20Correlations.pdf. For the results presented in Supplementary Figure S7 we performed 


spearman rank correlations on all probes with centering using the centroids according to Hu et al.B 


downloaded from  


http://rock.icr.ac.uk/collaborations/Mackay/centroid.correlations.Eset/Hu306.centroids.txt. The 


analyses were performed independently in seven larger datasets (Frankfurt, Mainz, NewYork, 


Stockholm, Transbig, Uppsala, Rotterdam) to assign a total of 1364 breast cancer samples to a 


molecular subtype. 


Supplementary Figures S7A and S7C, respectively, demonstrate that high expression of MAGE-A and 


CTAG metagenes is mainly confined to the subtypes of triple negative or basal-like breast cancer. 


Similar results were observed in a recent study by Grigoriadis et al.D when performing 


immunohistochemical analysis of tissue microarrays (TMA) and antibodies directed agaings CTAG1B 


and the MAGE-A  



http://rock.icr.ac.uk/collaborations/Mackay/centroid.correlations.Eset/ExpressionSet%20Nearest%20Centroid%20Correlations.pdf

http://rock.icr.ac.uk/collaborations/Mackay/centroid.correlations.Eset/ExpressionSet%20Nearest%20Centroid%20Correlations.pdf

http://rock.icr.ac.uk/collaborations/Mackay/centroid.correlations.Eset/Hu306.centroids.txt
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Analysis 3


1 R library Used


> library(oompaBase)


> library(ClassDiscovery)


2 Select the n=394 comparable TNBC samples from n=579 TNBC
Affymetrix MAS5 data


Variables used


cd compl 579 == chip-data complete (data.frame, 579 samples in columns, 22283 probesets in
rows)
header 579 == sample infos including dataset allocation (data.frame, 579 samples in columns)
n probes == number of ProbeSets (rows of cd compl 579)
tcdm 579 == transposed chip data matrix
t header 579 == transposed sample infos (data.frame)
ds 579 == dataset allocation of 579 samples from header 579
tds 579 == transposed ds 579 (dataset allocation as matrix)
tdsn 579 == as.numeric(tds 579) (vector)


Load data


> fPath <- "//data/bioinfo2/Lung-HN/Thomas-JingWang/"


> cd_compl_579 <- read.delim(file.path(fPath, "n579_TNBC_DATA_Sort_Datas_Combi_id.txt"),


+ row.names = "SampleNames", h = T)


> dim(cd_compl_579)


[1] 22283 579


> header_579 <- read.delim("n579_TNBC_Sample_Info_Sort_Datas_Combi_id.txt",


+ row.names = "SampleNames", h = T)


> n_col_cd = ncol(cd_compl_579)


> n_probes = nrow(cd_compl_579)


> ds_579 = header_579[2, ]


> tds_579 = t(ds_579)


> tdsn_579 = as.numeric(tds_579)


> tcdm_579 = t(cd_compl_579)


> t_header_579 = as.data.frame(t(header_579))


> ds_mean = by(tcdm_579, tdsn_579, mean)


> tcdm_mean = apply(tcdm_579, 2, mean)


> tcdm_stdev = apply(tcdm_579, 2, sd)







Analysis 4


3 Calculate comparability metrics for the datasets


calculate sum of squared differences of dataset-mean from total-mean for all probesets
Define variables


> n_datas = length(ds_mean)


> diff_to_mean = matrix(0, nrow = n_probes, ncol = n_datas)


> nrm_diff_to_mean = matrix(0, nrow = n_probes, ncol = n_datas)


> for (probes in 1:n_probes) {


+ for (i in 1:n_datas) {


+ diff_to_mean[probes, i] = ds_mean[[i]][probes] - tcdm_mean[probes]


+ nrm_diff_to_mean[probes, i] = (ds_mean[[i]][probes] - tcdm_mean[probes])/tcdm_stdev[probes]


+ }


+ }


calculate squares of differences


> squ_diff = diff_to_mean^2


> squ_nrm_diff = nrm_diff_to_mean^2


sum of squared differences by column


> sum_squ_diff = apply(na.omit(squ_diff), 2, sum)


> sum_squ_nrm_diff = apply(na.omit(squ_nrm_diff), 2, sum)


summarize results


> comparab = data.frame(unique(tds_579), sum_squ_diff, sum_squ_nrm_diff)


> names(comparab) = c("dataset", "sum_squ_diff", "sum_squ_nrm_diff")


> sort.comparab = comparab[order(comparab$sum_squ_nrm_diff), ]


integrate normalized comparab data in sample info in t header 579


> for (i in 1:n_col_cd) {


+ t_header_579$comparab_nrm[i] = comparab$sum_squ_nrm_diff[comparab$dataset ==


+ tdsn_579[i]]


+ }


remove temporary variables:


> rm(diff_to_mean, nrm_diff_to_mean, ds_mean, tcdm_mean, tcdm_stdev,


+ squ_diff, squ_nrm_diff, sum_squ_diff, sum_squ_nrm_diff)
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Histogram of comparab$sum_squ_nrm_diff
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Figure 1: Histogram-sum-squ-nrm-diff
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Figure 2: Plot-sum-squ-nrm-diff
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Figure 3: Plot-comparab-nrm
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4 Select a subset of datasets with lowest comparability metric


Select a subset of comparab by defining criteria:


> compar_subset = subset(comparab, subset = sum_squ_nrm_diff < 8000)


vector of corresponding datasets:
Generate logical vector FALSE/TRUE for the complete dataset of 579 TNBC:


> datas_subset = compar_subset$dataset


> subset_index_vector = (tdsn_579 %in% datas_subset)


Query selected samples from transposed chipdata matrix:


> tcdm_394 = tcdm_579[subset_index_vector, ]


Query corresponding transposed dataset vector:


> tdsn_394 = tdsn_579[subset_index_vector]


Query selcted samples from NOT-transposed dataset (and corresponding header and t header):


> cd_compl_394 = cd_compl_579[, subset_index_vector]


> header_394 = header_579[, subset_index_vector]


> t_header_394 = t_header_579[subset_index_vector, ]


5 Run the Bimodality-Index on the dataset of 394 TNBC with
comparable arrays


> bi <- bimodalIndex(cd_compl_394)


1 ..........
2 ..........
3 ..........
4 ..........
5 ..........
6 ..........
7 ..........
8 ..........
9 ..........
10 ..........
11 ..........
12 ..........
13 ..........
14 ..........
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Histogram of bi$BI
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Figure 4: Histogram-BI
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Select 1 percent probes with highest BI
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> sort.bi = bi[order(bi$BI, na.last = TRUE, decreasing = TRUE), ]


> bi_selection = sort.bi[1:222, ]


> bi_sel_probes = rownames(bi_selection)


> bi_sel_probes_data = cd_compl_394[rownames(cd_compl_394) %in% bi_sel_probes,


+ ]


6 Calculate Kruskal-Wallis statistics for all probesets according to
their association with the dataset vector among the 394 TNBC
samples


> kruskal_result = kruskal.test(tcdm_394[, 1], tdsn_394)


> kruskal_stat = matrix(0, nrow = n_probes)


> kruskal_p = matrix(0, nrow = n_probes)


loop perfoming kruskal-test for each probeset (chip-data vs. dataset-vector) the results of each
test are variables of type LIST, which are combined by indexing with [[i]]


> for (i in 1:n_probes) {


+ kruskal_result[[i]] = kruskal.test(tcdm_394[, i], tdsn_394)


+ kruskal_stat[i] = kruskal_result[[i]]$statistic


+ kruskal_p[i] = kruskal_result[[i]]$p.value


+ }


summarize statistics and p-values and probeset names in one dataframe:


> kruskal_param = data.frame(row.names = rownames(cd_compl_394), kruskal_stat,


+ kruskal_p)


Remove temporary variables:


> rm(kruskal_result, kruskal_stat, kruskal_p)


> bi_sel_probes_kruskal = kruskal_param[rownames(kruskal_param) %in%


+ bi_sel_probes, ]


cutoffs 75 and 140 adapted from this histogram


> bi_sel_probes_kru75 = subset(bi_sel_probes_kruskal, subset = bi_sel_probes_kruskal$kruskal_stat <


+ 75)


> bi_sel_probes_kru140 = subset(bi_sel_probes_kruskal, subset = bi_sel_probes_kruskal$kruskal_stat <


+ 140)


> bi_sel_probes_kru75_data = cd_compl_394[rownames(cd_compl_394) %in%


+ rownames(bi_sel_probes_kru75), ]


> bi_sel_probes_kru140_data = cd_compl_394[rownames(cd_compl_394) %in%


+ rownames(bi_sel_probes_kru140), ]
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Histogram of kruskal_param$kruskal_stat
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Figure 5: Histogram-kruskal-stat
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Histogram of bi_sel_probes_kruskal$kruskal_stat
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Figure 6: Histogram-probes-kruskal
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> dim(bi_sel_probes_data)


[1] 222 394


> dim(bi_sel_probes_kru75_data)


[1] 133 394


> dim(bi_sel_probes_kru140_data)


[1] 202 394


7 Calculation of metagene-values for all 394 samples


Variables:


metagenes probelists ==> lists of probesets representing the different metagenes
n metagenes ==> number of different metagenes
metag means ==> matrix for metagene means of all samples
cd probes c ==> probeset-names as character from rownames of cd compl 394


Variable used from above: cd compl 394


load probelists for metagenes and respective header-line


> metagenes_probelists <- read.delim("TNBC_Metag_ProbesLists.txt", h = T)


> n_metagenes = ncol(metagenes_probelists)


> metag_means = matrix(0, ncol = ncol(cd_compl_394), nrow = n_metagenes)


> cd_probes_c = rownames(cd_compl_394)


> for (i in 1:n_metagenes) {


+ probes_of_metag = as.character(metagenes_probelists[, i])


+ metag_subset_index_vector = (cd_probes_c %in% probes_of_metag)


+ metag_mean_TF = by(as.matrix(cd_compl_394), metag_subset_index_vector,


+ mean)


+ metag_means[i, ] = metag_mean_TF$"TRUE"


+ }


Summarize results:


> rownames(metag_means) = colnames(metagenes_probelists)


> colnames(metag_means) = colnames(cd_compl_394)


> metag_df = as.data.frame(t(metag_means))


> rm(n_metagenes, metag_means, cd_probes_c, probes_of_metag, metag_subset_index_vector,


+ metag_mean_TF)
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8 calculate correlation of bimodal probesets to metagenes (for 3
different lists of bimodal probesets)


kruskal-cutoff<75 (n=133 probesets)


> chipdata = bi_sel_probes_kru75_data


> length_chipdata = length(chipdata)


> t_chipdata = as.data.frame(t(chipdata))


> Cor_metagenes = matrix(data = NA, nrow = length(t_chipdata), ncol = 0)


loop for selection of metagene


> for (SelMetag in c("IL8", "VEGF", "Prolif", "Basal", "CLDN3", "Apocrine",


+ "Histone", "Adipocyte", "Stroma", "IFN", "MHC1", "T.Cell", "MHC2",


+ "B.Cell", "Hemoglobin", "HOX")) {


+ SelectedMetag_data = metag_df[SelMetag]


+ temp_cor = cor(SelectedMetag_data, t_chipdata, use = "pairwise.complete.obs")


+ Cor_metagenes = cbind(Cor_metagenes, t(temp_cor))


+ }


> bi_sel_probes_kru75_Cor = Cor_metagenes


kruskal-cutoff<140 (n=202 probesets)


> chipdata = bi_sel_probes_kru140_data


> length_chipdata = length(chipdata)


transpose chipdata


> t_chipdata = as.data.frame(t(chipdata))


> Cor_metagenes = matrix(data = NA, nrow = length(t_chipdata), ncol = 0)


loop for selection of metagene


> for (SelMetag in c("IL8", "VEGF", "Prolif", "Basal", "CLDN3", "Apocrine",


+ "Histone", "Adipocyte", "Stroma", "IFN", "MHC1", "T.Cell", "MHC2",


+ "B.Cell", "Hemoglobin", "HOX")) {


+ SelectedMetag_data = metag_df[SelMetag]


+ temp_cor = cor(SelectedMetag_data, t_chipdata, use = "pairwise.complete.obs")


+ Cor_metagenes = cbind(Cor_metagenes, t(temp_cor))


+ }


> bi_sel_probes_kru140_Cor = Cor_metagenes
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> chipdata = bi_sel_probes_data


> length_chipdata = length(chipdata)


> t_chipdata = as.data.frame(t(chipdata))


> Cor_metagenes = matrix(data = NA, nrow = length(t_chipdata), ncol = 0)


loop or selection of metagene


> for (SelMetag in c("IL8", "VEGF", "Prolif", "Basal", "CLDN3", "Apocrine",


+ "Histone", "Adipocyte", "Stroma", "IFN", "MHC1", "T.Cell", "MHC2",


+ "B.Cell", "Hemoglobin", "HOX")) {


+ SelectedMetag_data = metag_df[SelMetag]


+ temp_cor = cor(SelectedMetag_data, t_chipdata, use = "pairwise.complete.obs")


+ Cor_metagenes = cbind(Cor_metagenes, t(temp_cor))


+ }


> bi_sel_probes_Cor = Cor_metagenes


remove temporary variables:


> rm(chipdata, length_chipdata, t_chipdata)


9 Assign each probeset to metagene with highest correlation


Analysis for 133 probeset list from Kruskal-75-cutoff


> CorrMatrix = bi_sel_probes_kru75_Cor


> MaxAbsCorr = as.numeric(by(abs(CorrMatrix), c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix)),


+ max))


> indexvect = vector(mode = "logical", length = ncol(CorrMatrix))


> names = colnames(CorrMatrix)


> namelist = vector(mode = "character", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))


> MaxCorr = vector(mode = "numeric", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))


> for (i in c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix))) {


+ indexvect = abs(CorrMatrix[i, ]) == MaxAbsCorr[i]


+ namelist[i] = names[indexvect]


+ MaxCorr[i] = CorrMatrix[i, indexvect]


+ }


Additional number-coded-metagene-list for sorting


> namelist_coded = namelist


> metag_sort = c("IL8", "Histone", "CLDN3", "HOX", "Stroma", "Adipocyte",


+ "Hemoglobin", "Prolif", "Basal", "Apocrine", "VEGF", "MHC1", "IFN",


+ "MHC2", "T.Cell", "B.Cell")
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> for (i in c(1:16)) {


+ namelist_coded[grep(metag_sort[i], namelist)] = i


+ }


Replace each metagene as ordered by number


> bi_sel_probes_kru75_Cor = data.frame(bi_sel_probes_kru75_Cor, namelist,


+ namelist_coded, MaxCorr, MaxAbsCorr, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)


Analysis for probeset list from Kruskal-140-cutoff (n=202)


> CorrMatrix = bi_sel_probes_kru140_Cor


> MaxAbsCorr = as.numeric(by(abs(CorrMatrix), c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix)),


+ max))


> indexvect = vector(mode = "logical", length = ncol(CorrMatrix))


> names = colnames(CorrMatrix)


> namelist = vector(mode = "character", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))


> MaxCorr = vector(mode = "numeric", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))


> for (i in c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix))) {


+ indexvect = abs(CorrMatrix[i, ]) == MaxAbsCorr[i]


+ namelist[i] = names[indexvect]


+ MaxCorr[i] = CorrMatrix[i, indexvect]


+ }


> namelist_coded = namelist


> metag_sort = c("IL8", "Histone", "CLDN3", "HOX", "Stroma", "Adipocyte",


+ "Hemoglobin", "Prolif", "Basal", "Apocrine", "VEGF", "MHC1", "IFN",


+ "MHC2", "T.Cell", "B.Cell")


> for (i in c(1:16)) {


+ namelist_coded[grep(metag_sort[i], namelist)] = i


+ }


> bi_sel_probes_kru140_Cor = data.frame(bi_sel_probes_kru140_Cor, namelist,


+ namelist_coded, MaxCorr, MaxAbsCorr, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)


Analysis for probeset list without Kruskal-cutoff (n=222)


> CorrMatrix = bi_sel_probes_Cor


> MaxAbsCorr = as.numeric(by(abs(CorrMatrix), c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix)),


+ max))


> indexvect = vector(mode = "logical", length = ncol(CorrMatrix))


> names = colnames(CorrMatrix)


> namelist = vector(mode = "character", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))


> MaxCorr = vector(mode = "numeric", length = nrow(CorrMatrix))
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> for (i in c(1:nrow(CorrMatrix))) {


+ indexvect = abs(CorrMatrix[i, ]) == MaxAbsCorr[i]


+ namelist[i] = names[indexvect]


+ MaxCorr[i] = CorrMatrix[i, indexvect]


+ }


> namelist_coded = namelist


> metag_sort = c("IL8", "Histone", "CLDN3", "HOX", "Stroma", "Adipocyte",


+ "Hemoglobin", "Prolif", "Basal", "Apocrine", "VEGF", "MHC1", "IFN",


+ "MHC2", "T.Cell", "B.Cell")


> for (i in c(1:16)) {


+ namelist_coded[grep(metag_sort[i], namelist)] = i


+ }


> bi_sel_probes_Cor = data.frame(bi_sel_probes_Cor, namelist, namelist_coded,


+ MaxCorr, MaxAbsCorr, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)


Remove temporary variables


> rm(namelist, namelist_coded, metag_sort, names, indexvect, CorrMatrix,


+ MaxCorr, MaxAbsCorr)


10 Generate probeset output table


> corr_cutoff = 0.2


> corr_heatmap = bi_sel_probes_kru75_Cor


> corr_heatmap[corr_heatmap[, "MaxAbsCorr"] < corr_cutoff, ][, "namelist"] = "unclassified"


> corr_heatmap[corr_heatmap[, "MaxAbsCorr"] < corr_cutoff, ][, "namelist_coded"] = 0


> corr_heatmap = corr_heatmap[order(as.numeric(corr_heatmap[, "namelist_coded"]),


+ corr_heatmap[, "MaxAbsCorr"]), , ]


> out_table = corr_heatmap[, c("namelist", "namelist_coded", "MaxCorr",


+ "MaxAbsCorr")]


11 Generate correlation heatmap in R


Sort probesets ASCENDING according metagenes namelist coded for heatmap


> sort.corr_heatmap = corr_heatmap[order(as.numeric(corr_heatmap[, "namelist_coded"]),


+ corr_heatmap[, "MaxAbsCorr"], decreasing = TRUE), ]


> sort.corr_heatmap = t(as.matrix(sort.corr_heatmap[, c("IL8", "Histone",


+ "CLDN3", "HOX", "Stroma", "Adipocyte", "Hemoglobin", "Prolif",


+ "Basal", "Apocrine", "VEGF", "MHC1", "IFN", "MHC2", "T.Cell", "B.Cell")]))


Generate heatmap-figure
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Figure 7: Heatmap
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Retain variables:


cd compl 579
cd compl 394
remove unnecessary data which can be re-generated:
tcdm 579 used for comparab calculation
tcdm 394 used for kruskal calculation


> rm(tcdm_579, tcdm_394)
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12 Saves


> save.image("Thomas.RData")


13 Session Information


> sessionInfo()


R version 2.10.1 (2009-12-14)
sparc-sun-solaris2.10


locale:
[1] /en_US.ISO8859-1/C/en_US.ISO8859-1/en_US.ISO8859-1/C/C


attached base packages:
[1] stats graphics grDevices utils datasets methods base


other attached packages:
[1] ClassDiscovery_2.10.1 mclust_3.4.3 cluster_1.12.1
[4] PreProcess_2.10.0 oompaBase_2.10.1
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